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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the syntactic structure of Russian sentences with

predicate adjectives in the nominative and the instrumental case. I show that these
adjectives are part of DPs with null D and N heads, and that they are case-marked by
virtue of apecrnent with the nouns that they modify. I argue that the instrumental case on
Russian predicate adjectives is an instantiation of the inherent case of adjuncts, and that
instrumental predicate DPs adjoin to the right edge of VP at LF, where they are
interpreted as modifiers. I further argue that the nominative case on Russian predicate
adjectives is an instantiation of the nominative case of subjects and is checked in Spec,TP
position via a spec-head relation. The analysis presented in thesis applies to all types of
case-marked predicates in Russian, namely, predicates in copular matrix clauses,
predicates in embedded small clauses and secondary predicates.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.

The Central Issues
The main concern of this thesis is the syntactic representation of Russian sentences

with case-marked predicate adjectives. I will focus, in particular, on copular sentences with
the verb byt ' '%en.' Compared with other copular verbs, such as byvat ' "beyy(habitual,
fieyuentative),javyat '@ '4ey',dovdlt 'sja"be (related)", siat ' %ecome" (perfective),
stonovit 'sja'%t~ome"(imperfective),delat 's/b '%become", o h t 'sJb 'turn out", the

copular verb byt ' ?en is exceptional in that it does not have any aspectual meanings and,

according to Lekant (1976: 96,97), bas a "null" present tense form.' In fact, I will show that

there are reasons to think that this verb is altogether absent from the syntactic structure of
copular sentences in the present tense. This assumption will allow us to gain insight into the
mechanisms of checking case on Russian predicate adjectives and provide a uniform

account of these mechanisms for all &ues of predicate adjectives.

i

Traditional Russian grammars assume a single lexical verb byt ' "be" in all contorts (cf., far example, Svedova et al.
(1980a: 663)). This is not to say that reseat.cbers workmg in the traditional Russian fiamewcmkdo not r e c q p h the fact
that this verb is used differently in ditrerent contexts. L&mt (1976),for example, dkQpbk between it0 uses in
copulaf and existentialsenteaces. He assumes, however, the lexical meaning of the v a b byr ' "be" is pmmed, albeit
"gntmmatiMy,in copular senhws. A different approach to the verb 6yt' "be" is takenby Chvatry (1975), who

di~~the~verb~'W,wbi&docsnothaveanyl~cal~,andthc~tiaIvd
byt '"be", which does have one. I adopt Chvany's approech to the verb 6yt' "be" in this thesis.
'~nditid~uagipn~s(atethslin~odan~~cbcvabbp'"bc"hrtooformr-r~1'(3ps~)d~t'
(3p pl) (cf, fix example, ~vadovaet al. (1 9 8 0 663)).
~
As teiraat (1 976: 97) pints out, these forms are part of the
m j u g a t i d paradigm of the existential verb byt ' W,but not the copular one.

Russian predicate adjectives always agree with the subject in gender (in the singular)

and number, but they can exhibit three options with respect to case assignment: they may
have the same case as that of the subject (nominative), bear a case which is different from

that of the subject (instrumental), or receive no case at all, appearing instead in the caseless

'short form'.' The three options are illustrated in (I).
(1)a.

b.

Ivan
by1 veselyj.
Ivan (m sg nom) was cheerful (m sg nom)
'Ivan was cheert'ul."
Ivan
by1 veselym.
Ivan (rn sg nom) was cheerful (m sg inst)

(1)c. Ivan
by1 vesel.
Ivan (m sg nom) was cheerful (m sg)

The possibility of the instrumental case appears to be related to the presence of the
copular verb byt ' 'be': the instrumental case option is lacking in present tense contexts,
where no copular verb is used:
(2)a.

b.

'

Ivan
veselyj.
Ivan (m sg nom) cheerfbl (m sg nom)
'Ivan is cheerfid."
*Ivan
veselym.
Ivan (m sg nom) cheerful (m sg inst)
'Ivan is cheerful."

Not all adjectives have both long (case-d)
and short forms. Some adjectives have only short forms (e.g. rod
"glad", g o d "good (at)"), others have only lomg forms (e.g. n k i j '%Russian", gnadoj "bay", saanryj "sugary").
With respect to short-fm adwves, traditional Russian grammars state that they are used in the invariant nominative
case fona (cf, $vedova et al. ( 1 9 8 0 ~556)). This casc,howcr, is not syntactically active, and short forms o f adjectives
arc genaally regarded as cadess in the generative literature (cE, for example, Eubby (1973,1975), Chvany (1 975),
Nichols (198 1), Neidle (1 988), Franirs (1995)). See also chapter 3 for discussioa

c.

Ivan
vesel .
Ivan (m sg nom) cheerfid (m sg)
"Ivan is cheerfirl."

It should be pointed out that it is not the case that all three options with respect to
case-marking Russian predicate adjectives are always readily available. The factors that
determine the choice between these options are complex and have been well described in
the literature.' The semantic factors tbat are relevant for the choice between the two casemarked options for Russian predicate adjectives, which I focus on in this thesis, are

summarized in the table in (3) below.'
(3)

SUMMARY OF SEMANTTC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COPULAR SENTENCES WlTH
PREDICATEA D J E ~ IN
S THE NOMINATIVE AND THE INSTRUMENTAL CASE?

Temporal interpretation

Epistemic

Modality

modaiity

Negation

Sentences with instrumental
predicate adjectives
temporal interpretation of
subject noun phrases is
independent of the temporal
interpretation of the rest of
their clause, i.e. their
predication time need not
intersect with the predication
time of the main predicate of
their clause
straightforward assertion of
a fact
compatible with negation

Sentences with nominative
predicates
temporal interpretation of
subject noun phrases is
dependent on the temporal
interpretation of the rest of
their clause, i.e. their
predication time must
intersect with the predication
time of the main predicate of
their clar~se
attenuation of the factual
status of information
incompatible with negation

To my knowledge, the most comprehensive stucty of these factors has been underbken in Nichols (1981).
For 8 more M e d discussion of the relevant semantic (and o w ) factors see Nichols (1981). For the discussion of
the tempmal htqrehtion of aoun phrases see Muan (1995).
6
Acornding to Mu= (1 995), the predicationtime of a predicate is the time interval during which a predicate is
assated to bold of an individual. For example, the predication time of the mnm strrdatt is the time i n t d dmirrg
which the property of being a studeat is assated to hold of an individual.

I

The semantic differences between Russian copular sentences with predicate adjectives in

the nominative and the instrumental case are illustrated by the examples in (4-6) below.'
(4)a.

V 2020 godu vse
studenty
budyt lysymi.
In 2020 year all (pi norn) students(p1 nom)will be bald (pl inst)
"In 2020 all students will be bald."

b. V 2020 godu vse
studenty
budyt 1ysyje.
In 2020 year aU @I nom) students(p1 nom) will be bald (pl nom)
'In 2020 all students will be bald (ones)."

The sentence in (4a) can easily mean that all ofthe individuals who are students today (and
will no longer be students in 2020) will be bald in 2020. With (4b),this meaning is not

available. In (4b) the times of being a student and of being bald have to coiucide for every
given individual.
(5)a.

b.

Guby u nego droM7 i op'jat' on by1 kakim-to zelenovatym.
lips at him trembled and again he was somewhat greenish(m sg inst)
"His lips were trembling, and again he was somewhat greenish."

Guby u nego droiali, i op'jat' on by1 kakoj-to zelenovatyj.
lips at him trembled and again he was somewhat greenish(m sg nom)
'Wis tips were trembling, and again he looked somewhat greenish."

The sentence in (5a) straightforwardly asserts that the individual referred to in the sentence
was of a particular shade of green. The sentence in (5b), on the other hand, emphasizes the

opinion of the speaker about how the individual refened to in this sentence looked, and the
assertability of the seutence is attenuated.
(6)a. Gorod
ne by1 bolY9im.
city(m sg nom) NEG was big(m sg inst)
'The city was not big."

The exampies in ( 5 ) are adapted fiom b n o v (1 983).

b.

*I??Gorod

ne

by1 bol'Soj .

city(m sg nom) NEG was big(m sg nom)
"The city was not big."

The instrumental predicate adjective bol 'Sim '8ig" in (6a) can appear under the
scope of negation, whereas the nominative predicate adjective bol3oj '%big9'in (6b)cannot.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, to provide a semantic analysis of

Russian copular sentences with case-marked predicate adjectives. The syntactic analysis
that I undertake in this thesis specifically addresses the following questions.

(7)

Why should some Russian predicate adjectives be case-marked?

(8)

What are the mechanisms of case assignment to Russian case-marked

predicate adjectives?
(9)

Why are there two options with respect to case-marking of Russian
predicate adjectives?

My goal is to provide answers which are consistent with the Minimalist Program for

linguistic theory as developed by Chomsky (1992, 1995) and others. The Minimalist
Program advocates an approach to linguistic theory that is free fiom any conceptually

unnecessary assumptions and stipulations. This approach is motivated by an attempt to
minimize the language acquisition burden placed on the child: by using conceptually
unnecessary apparatus, previous theories often complicated linguistic issues to an extent
that made it doubtfid that language could be easily acquired by the child. T o bridge this gap

between linguistic theory and language aquisition reality, the Mnhalist Program aims at

providing simpler and more unified accounts of language facts that use only conceptually

necessary and empirically we1 motivated apparatus. To my knowledge, all previous
analyses of the issues raised by the questions in (7-9) above made use of an impressive

number of ad hoc assumptions and mechanisms and, in many cases, failed to provide
satidkctory empirical coverage. The analysis that I provide in this thesis is minimalist in

spirit: it unifies various instantiations of the same phenomena and uses only apparatus that is
conceptually necessary and independently motivated. Compared with the previous anaiyses,
the analysis presented in this thesis has more explanatory power and wider empirical

coverage.

In this thesis I first explore the internal structure of Russian adjectival predicates and
show that those '%aren predicate adjectives which are case-marked are embedded in DPs
with null D and N heads, and that case on these adjectives is licensed by agreement with the
nouns they modify. I will argue that these nouns need case in order to be visible as
predicates at LF. The welcome consequence of this analysis is that it shows that what
appear to be exceptionally case-marked predicate adjectives are, in fact, regular moddjmg
adjectives used in predicative position.
In deriving syntactic representation of Russian copular sentences with predicate
adjectives in the instrumental and the nominative case, I will assume, contrary to some
previous analyses, that there is only one semantically vacuous copular verb byr ' 'k"in
Russian, and that the two different case-marking options for Russian predicates are made
available by virtue of two specific configurations in which this verb can appear. I wiU adopt

.

the insight of the h d u m a k Program that case is a feature that lexical items are assigned in

the lexicon, rather than in the syntax, as was previously assumed (6.Chomsky (1 98 1,

1986a)). According to the Minimalist Program, uninterpretable features have to be checked

in the course of a derivation. I will show that the difference between the nominative and the
instrumental case on Russian predicate adjectives is that the former, but not the latter, is

uninterpretable Thus, the nominative case, but not the instrumental case has to be checked

in the course of a derivation. However, for the instrumental case to be interpreted at LF,it
has to meet certain structural conditions.I will argue that the verb by1 ' 'Be" provides the
syntactic structure necessay for the interpretation of the instrumental case on Russian

predicate adjectives.

This thesis unifies different uses of nominative case, as we1 as different uses of
instrumental case in Russian. In particular, it shows that nominative case on Russian
predicate adjectives is checked in the same fashion as the nominative case of subjects, and it
treats instrumental case on Russian predicate adjectives as a particular instantiation of the
inherent case of adjuncts in this language.

2.

Some Structud Assumptions

In this thesis I will be assuming the phrase structure that was developed within the
Government and Binding theory (cf Chomsky (1 98 1,1986a)), with some modifications
introduced by the Minimalist Program for linguistic theory (cf. Chomsky (1 992, 1995)).
Some structural assumptions that are essential to my analysis are sketched out in this

section.

For the purposes of my analysis it is important to introduce the notions of

complement, specifier and adjunct. Complements and specifiers are defined here in
structural terms. The complement is a sister to a head, the specifier is a sister to an

intermediate (X-bar) projection (cf. Chomsky (198 1, 1986a)), as illustrated in (lo)."
?@

(10)

A
X'

ZP

specifier

X

YP

head

complement

An adjunct is an optional phrase which combines with another phrase XP to form a

two-segment category [XP,XP]projected from the head X (cf. Chomsky (1995)):

WP

XP

adjunct

ZP

X'

n
X

YP

As regards clause structure, I adopt the assumptions made in Chomsky (1995). In

the early minimalist literature (Chomsky 1992, following Pollock 1989) it was claimed that

Infl (I), the head of a clausal projection, consists of at least two components, T (tense) and
Agr (agreement). Accordingly, IP was reanalyzed as two projections, TP (tense phrase) and

In ch %aren phrase seuchm theay introduEed by ChomsLy (1994) mdcs do not cany category labels, and the
distinction between an XP (i.e.a phrase) a d an X (i-e.a head) is deiined in purely stnrctraal terms. Nonetheless, for
exposition purposes in this thesis I will dMh@h between Xs and XPs.

AgrP (agreement phrase). More recently, however, Chomsky (1995) has advocated Agr-

less clause structure, illustrated in (12).

With respect to subject position in a clause, I adopt the VP-Internal Subject
Hypothesis, according to which the subject of a sentence is base-generated within the verb
projection, in Spec,VP, and subsequently raises into Spec,TP, as in (13) below.

Y

"

VP

n
Spec
v'
n
v

XP

With regard to nominals, I adopt the Determiner Phrase @P) hypothesis, according
to which all nominal3 are, in fact, complements of determiners, as, for example, in Abney

(1 987). The internal structure of a DP is represented in (1 4).

As an illustration of the notions and assumptions introduced above, consider the

sentence in (1 5a) and its syntactic structure in (1 5b).

(1 5)a. This girl often plays the violin.

b. TP

n
T'

DPi

A

/
"
,
NP T
VP

D
I

~

~

1

S

N
giri

n
VP

Adv
oflet1

DP

V'

n

t,

V
plays

DP

A
D

NP

the

I
violin

The verb plays in (1 5) takes the DP this girl as a specifier and the DP the violin as a
complement. The maximal projection of the verb pl's combines with an adverbial
constituent ofren to form a two segment category [VP,VP].The clausal projection is

headed by T[ense], which takes a specifier. It is to this Spec,TP position that the DP the
girl raises fiom the Spec,VP position.

The structural assumptions outlined in this section form a necessary background for

the discussion in the subsequent chapters. The Minimalist Program for linguistic theory will
be introduced in the discussion where it becomes relevant. Most of the crucial minimalist
assumptions are found in section 2.1 of chapter 4, where I sketch out general assumptions

about derivation of sentences, as well as assumptions about features and feature checking

mechanisms, and in section 1 of chapter 5, where I discuss the theory of multiple feature
checking.

3.

Organization of Thesis
In the chapters that follow I look for answers to the questions in (7-9) above. My

analysis builds on previous research of the issues raised by these questions. In chapter 2 I
review existing proposals regarding mechanisms of case assignment to Russian predicates.
According to these proposals, nominative case is assigned to predicates either structurally
or via agreement, whereas instrumental case is assigned either structurally or by the copula
byt ' 'k".
I will show that, although the previous analyses discussed in chapter 2 provide
valuable insights into the mechanisms of checking case on Russian predicate adjectives, they

all have problems that can be resolved by a minimalist analysis. The questions posed in (7)
and (9) have received less attention in the literature than the mechanisms of case assignment

to Russian predicates and the relevant proposals are mentioned in the thesis where
appropriate.

Chapter 3 investigates the intemal structure of Russian adjectival predicates and the
distribution of caseless and case-marked adjectives. I will show that '%areyy
case-marked

predicate adjectives modify null nouns and are part of DP constituents, which need case in
order to be visible as predicates at LF, whereas caseless adjectives are APs and do not need
case, since their visibility as predicates is achieved via agreement in pfeatures with the

subject of their clause.

Chapter 4 is c o n m e d with syntactic representation of Russian sentences with
predicate adjectives in the instrumental case, which is the unmarked option in non-present
tense contexts. I will show that the instrumental case on Russian predicates in copular
sentences, as well as in other types of sentences, is an instantiation of the inherent
instrumental case of adjuncts, which need not be checked due to its modificational content.
I wiU demonstrate that, in order for this case to be interpreted, it has to meet certain

structural conditions, which explains the fact that instrumental case is not available to
predicates in present tense contexts, where these conditions are not met.
Chapter 5 provides a syntactic account of Russian sentences with predicate
adjectives in the nominative case, which is the marked option in non-present tense contexts,
and the only option available in the present tense. I will show that Russian is a language

which allows multiple specifiers of T, and that nominative predicates, like subjects, check
their case in Spec,TP position via a spec-head relation with T.
Chapter 6 provides a summary of the conciusions reached in this thesis and identifies
some areas for hrther research.

CHAPTER 2
Previous Analyses
0.

Introduction

In this chapter I discuss how some issues of concern to this thesis have been
addressed in previous research. Recall from chapter 1 that this thesis is primarily concerned

with the following questions.
(1)

Why should some Russian predicate adjectives be case-marked?

(2)

What are the mechanism of case assignment to Russian case-marked
predicate adjectives?

(3)

Why are there two options with respect to case-marking of Russian
predicate adjectives?

The answers that have been given in the literature to the question in ( I ) will be
discussed in chapter 3, which explores the internal structure of Russian adjectival
predicates. In this chapter I will focus on the answers given to the questions in (2) and (3).
Of these two questions most previous researchers were preoccupied with the former one.
With respect to nominative case on predicate adjectives, some authors contend that it is

assigned structurally (cf., for example, Freidin and Babby (1984), Maling and Sprouse
(1995)), others think that it is assigned by agreement with the subject (cf., for example,

Bailyn (1999, Franks (1995)). With respect to instrumental case on predicate adjectives,

some authors treat it as stnrctwai (dBailyn (1995)), others as inherent (cf Neide (1988),

Franks (1995)).' The existence of the two case marking options for Russian predicate

adjectives in copular sentences is usually attributed to the dual nature of the copular verb
byt ' c'%e'',which can either have some lexically specified content or not.

The previous analyses that I discuss in this chapter have provided valuable insights
into the mechanisms of case assignment to predicate adjectives, which I will discuss in detail
in this chapter and adopt in this thesis. However, these analyses are not without problems.

The problem that is common to most of them is that they make use of apparatus that is not

conceptually necessary. In this thesis I will show that a minimalist account of case-checking
mechanisms, which assumes that there is nothing in the syntactic structure that is not
conceptually necessary, is simpler and has more explanatory power. A minimalist account
allows us to avoid ad hoc stipulations and unify various instantiations of the same case.
Moreover, it draws our attention and provides solutions to the problems that went
unnoticed in previous frameworks. For example, in the tight of minimalist assumptions, the
question why there are (exactly) two case-marking options for Russian predicate adjectives
deserves more attention than it has received in the previous analyses. The answer in terms
of two homophonous c o w verbs, which differ in terms of their lexical content, appears

to be highly questionable. I . this thesis I will show that there are no conceptual or empirical
reasons to posit two copular verbs in Russian, and that a more elegant account of checking
case on predicate adjectives can be made, ifwe assume the existence of only one copular

verb.

Franks (1995) claims that the mechanisms of imlmmmtal aue assignment to mates m copularmatrix clauses and
His proposal q p d h g the latter is discussed in chapter 4.

to seumdary predicatesare diff-t.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 1 I will discuss some previous
proposals regarding the Russian copdar verb by1 ' '%eY'.In section 2 1will sketch out some

proposals regarding nominative case assignment to Russian predicates. In section 3 I will

consider some proposals concerning instrumental case assignment to Russian predicates. In
section 4 I will summarize the discussion in this chapter.

1.

One Copular Verbs vs. Two
It has been argued that there are two copular verbs (or two "uses") of the verb byt '

"be" in Russian, one of which is merely a tense-marker and does not assign case, and the

other has some lexically specified semantic content and assigns inherent instrumental case
(cf Neidle (1988), Franks (1995)). In support of this claim Neidle (1988) gives the

examples in (4).
(4)a.

by1 pisatel'.
he(m sing nom) was writer(m sing nom)
'We was a (born) writer."
On

b. On
by1 pisatelem.
he(m sing nom) was writer(m sing inst)
'me was a writer (for some period of time, or by profession)."
Neidle points out that the sentence in (4a) has an equative, definitional reading,

whereas the sentence in (4b) has an attributive, predicative reading. She derives the
difference in the interpretation of the two sentences in (4) &omthe difference in the lexical
content of the copular verb.
Franks (1995) offers another argument in favor of two verbs byt ' 'Be". He notes
that the instrumental option for predicate nouns and adjectives is lacking in the present

tense and concludes that the possibility of instrumental case is directly related to the

presence of the verb byt ' 'be'. He fbrther argues that the simplest hypothesis is that the
instrumental is an inherent case here and that the verb b y ' is lexically specified to assign
instrumental case to its NP complement. Franks points out that the view that instrumental is

an inherent case here is corroborated by the fact that Polish, where the copula byc 'be' has a
complete paradigm, assigns instrumental case to its predicates in the present tense as well.
To my mind, it is not at all clear that the subtly different meanings of the sentences
in (4) above are contributed by copular verbs with different lexical semantic content. Note
that the glosses provided by Neidle indicate tt difference in the temporal interpretation of the

two sentences: the two n o w in (4a) have identical temporal reference (the individual

referred to in this sentence was a writer during all his life), whereas the temporal reference

of the two nouns in (4a) overlaps, but does not coincide (the individual referred to in (4b)
was a writer for some period of his Life). The difference in the temporal interpretation of
(4a) and (4b) can hardly be attributed to a verb. Moreover, there are other differences in the
interpretation of (4a) and (4b) that cannot be related to the digerent verbs used in these
sentences. According to Russian native speakers, the sentence in (4a) is perceived as more
ccsubjective7'
than the one in (4b). The difference in "subjectiveness" between copular
sentences with predicates in the nominative case and those with predicates in the
instrumental case is, perhaps, more clear in examples with adjectival predicates. Consider,

for example, the sentences in (5) adapted from Cernov (1983).
(5)a.

Guby u nego drotali, i op'jat' on by1 kakoj-to zelenovatyj.
tips at him trembled and again he was somewhat greenish(m sg nom)
" H i s lips were trembling, and again he looked somewhat greenish."

b.

Guby u nego droiali, i op'jat' on by1 kakim-to zelenovatym.
lips at him trembled and again he was somewhat greenish(m sg inst)
'Ws lips were trembling, and again he was somewhat greenish."

According to Cemov, the sentence in (5a), with predicate adjective in the nominative case,
emphasizes the speaker's opinion about how the individual referred to in the sentence
looked, and the assertability of the sentence is attenuated; the sentence in (Sb), on the other
hand, straightforwardly asserts that the individual was of a particular shade of green. It,
thus, appears that the sentences in (5a) and (5b) differ with respect to the factual status of
the information contained in them. In other words, they differ with respect to modality.'
Modality is generally associated with the head of a clausal projection, and we have no

reason to believe that the semantic difference between (5a) and (5b) resides in the copular
verb?
Given that there is no evidence of any obvious semantic content which could be
associated with the copular verb byr ' '%en,there is no need to posit two different copular

verbs. The null hypothesis that 1 adopt in this thesis is that there is only one copular verb in
Russian. In chapter 4 I will argue that this semantically vacuous copular verb can appear in
two different syntactic configurations, which give rise to two different syntactic structures

of copular sentences and two case-marking options made available by these structures.'

'Palmer (1 986)d e f k s m a t y as semantic infixmation associatedwith the speakef s attitude or opinion about what

is said.
See chapter I far a summary of semantic digkmnces between copular sentences with instnmmtal and nominative
predicate adjectives.
See chapter 4 for the two dgurations in which the copula byf' "be" can appear.

With respect to the facts pointed out by Franks, I will show that that, although the
possibility of instrumental case on Russian predicates is, indeed, related t o the presence of a
verb in the sentence, there is no evidence that it is assigned by the copular verb byt ' "be".In

fact, as I will show in chapter 4, there is evidence to the contrary: instrumental case is used
on predicates in embedded small clauses and on secondary predicates in sentences where

there is no verb byt ' 'Be". I will show that any verb can license the use of instmental case
on predicates by virtue of providing the structural conditions which are necesmy for the

realization of this case. In view of this fact, the assumption that the copula byl' '%by
can be

lexically specified to assign inherent instrumental case appears to be ad hoc.
Compared with Neidle and Franks' approach, my approach to the Russian copdar
verb byt ' 'W is minimal in assumptions and correctly predicts the existence of precisely
two case-marking options for Russian predicate nouns and adjectives without recourse to

two copular verbs. It also allows us to account for different instantiations of the inherent

instrumental case in a uniform way.
Proposals to posit only one verb for all types of Russian copular sentences have

been made by some previous researchers as well. Thus, Chvany (1975) argues that byt ' "be"
is absent from the undertying structure of both types of copular sentences, and that it is

inserted later in the derivation into a node that always takes subject and predicate NPs as
sisters:

In accordance with the current theory, which does not allow late insertion of

morphological items into the derivation, and current assumptions about phrase structure,
Chvany's proposal can be reinterpreted as a proposal to posit only one (raising) copular
verb which takes a small clause ~omplement:~

However, as Chvany herself admits, her proposal does not explain the existence of

two case-marking options for Russian predicate nouns and adjectives. One of the
speculations that she makes is that, perhaps, nominative and instrumental predicates
represent different semantic relation^.^ Although Chvany's proposal is minimal in nature, it
lacks explanatory power. In my view, Chvany's approach underestimates the role of
syntactic structure in the interpretation of copular sentences. In chapters 4 and 5 I w
i
l
l
demonstrate that neither instrumental nor nominative case can be licensed independently of
the syntactic structures they appear in.
In this thesis, I wiU show that positing one semantically vacuous copular verb that

appears in different sptactic structures caa explain the existence of (exactly) two case-

marking options for Russian predicates without invoking any adhoc assumptions, such as

'Rcfall that aEfonfing to cunent asamptias, all nomhals are D-projectims.

This suggestion is SOlDeWtYlt rimikr to PaduEcva and Uspenskij's (1 979) proposal that the Werences in the
semantics of differeat c o w sentences can be predicted fiom tbe semantics of tbe "-tsn
of the capla, in
particular their "darotatiod" status. According to PsduEeva and Uspenskij's (1 9'791,bstrtmmtal case merely serves
to bring out the semantics ofthe sentences that are mQpendent of CaSe-BsJignment.

assumption of two homophonous copiar verbs with different lexica content, or

assumption of case-assignment which is independent of syntactic structure.

2.

Nominative Case Assignment to Predicates

With regard to nominative case, it is generally agreed that verbs do not play any role

in its assignment to predicates. Some authors invoke mechanisms that allow predicates to

agree in case with the subjects, others regard nominative case on Russian predicates as
shuctural, i.e. determined by the position of predicate phrases in the syntactic structure of a
sentence, and associate it with +hehead of a clausal projection Infl (T, in current terms).

Each of the proposals that I discuss below in one way or another contributes to our
understanding of nominative case assignment to Russian predicates, but is incompatible with
current syntactic theory in that they invoke ad hoc stipulations and mechanisms. In this
thesis I will reinterpret the insights ofthese proposals in current minimalist terms.
2.1

Case by Agreement

Franks (1995) argues that nominative case is assigned to Russian predicate
adjectives via a Case agreement mechanism. According to Franks, agreement is formally
realized in terms of coindexation. Following Wfiams (1980), who argues that a rule of
predication coindexation applies to coindex a subject with its predicate, Franks claims that
the identical indices on the subject and the predicate noun or adjective allow for agreement

in case between them. Thus, in his view, the structure of a Russian copular sentence with a
predicate noun or adjective agreeing in case is like the one shown in (8), where Infl is

reahzed as the copula byt * 'be' in the past and future and as 0 in the present and takes a

small clause complement.'
(8)

[IP
Mi

infl

[acase]

[SC ti

NPi/APi I]

[acase]

The Case agreement hypothesis correctly captures the type of relationship that holds
between the subject and the predicate noun or adjective marked nominative in copular

sentences with respect to case, i. e. the fact that they have identical case. Conceptually,
however, the Case agreement hypothesis is incompatible with current syntactic theory,
which regards agreement as a structural relation (cf Chomsky (1992, 1995), Roberts
(1 993)).

2.2

Structural Case Agreement
An attempt to capture the fact that predicates in copular sentences can have the

same case as that of the subject in structural terms is made by Baifyn (1995). Following

Bowers ( 1 993), he claims that there is a (universal) Predicate Phrase (PrP) above VP and
assumes the following underlying structure of a Russian sentence:

-

7

According to Franks (1995), the subjeEt NP originates in a small clause and raises to Spec, IP for case.
The proposal that copuh verbs can be raising verbs that take dclause complements was !kst put forward by
Stowell (1 978, 198 1) and fiathadeveloped by a number of other authors (cE, for example, Hoelcstra end MulQr
( 1990))-

Frauks (1 995) assumes that nominative predicate APs, which receive case via Case qeement mechanism, need not be
embedded in NPdDPs, and that they diger in + i s respect fiom instrmatnl predicate APs, which receive case via a
diff-t
mechanism and are embedded in NPdDPs.
m
y
ndesignates the head of a mcndmal projection as p.For example, the head of a predicate phrase is p.
According to Bailjn, the subject of a clause originates in Spec, PrP-

IP

(9)

A
PrP

IO

A
NP

Pry

subject

A
VP

pro

A

v'

NP
dir. obj.

v

NP
indir. obj.

Bailyn argues that Old Russian used to have a Configurational Case Agreement
Rule, which he calls ''Rule A". He formulates this rule as follows.'
(10)

'Rule A":

pro assigns Case A to any case-bearing complement, where A is the case
assigned to the controller of the PRO, or binder of the trace, in its specifier
position.
Wi
[Case A]

PrP

According to Bailyn, this rule still applies in other Slavic languages, Wre Serbo-

Croatian, but has fou historical remnants in Russian. Bailyn argues that 'Rule A'' is still
active in double nominative constructions, like the one illustrated in (1 1) below.

Accordmg to Bailyn, the mtroller of the PRO or bider of the trace can be either subject or object.

(1l)a. SaSa
muzykant.
Sasha (m sg nom)
musician (msg nom)
"Sasha is a musician"

SaSa; I
Slsha A

PrP

,
,
I

I

f

I

I

- - - - I

musykant
musiciat~

tense
Bailyn argues that "Rule A" applies in Russian only when the head of a predicate

phrase has some has syntactic or phonetic content.'"Under his view, the head of the
predicate phrase in (I 1) has syntactic content, because ''matrix pro is always incorporated

with the tense features of 1'" (Bailyn (1 995: 127, 128)). Thus, the matrix pro in ( 1 1) has a
phonetically null [+present] tense feature.

The tense feature sharing phenomenon discussed by Bailyn can be reinterpreted in
current terms to mean that that pro can select a [+tense] feature in the lexicon, in which case
this feature moves fiom pro to I to be checked against the [+tense] feature of the latter."

The reinterpreted structure of the sentence in (1 1) is given in (12).

10

In Bailyn's view, the head of a @ a t e

phrase in small clauses is empty (it does not have any syntactic or phonetic

content).
l1

Feature checking mechanisms are discussed in detail in chapter 4.

IP

(12)
~

n
I'
I
n
n

m

PrP

I
Sasha [+tense]

SaSa,

,

L

spec
ti

\

Pr'

A
Pr

[+tense]

w
l
*

1

rnusykari
musician
Note that the analysis outlined above appears to make wrong predictions about

case-marking of predicates in the double nominative construction in the past tense. Since in
past tense contexts matrix pro is, presumably, invested with the [+past] tense feature of p,

one would expect to find the nominative, but not the instrumental case on predicate
adjectives. This prediction, however, is not borne out, as both nominative and instrumental

case can be found on Russian predicate adjectives in past tense contexts. This is illustrated

by1 veselyj.
Sasha (m sg nom) was cheefi (m sg norn)
"Sasha was cheerfirl."

(13)a. SaSa

b.

SaSa
by1 veselym.
S a s h (m sg nom) was cheerful (m sg inst)
"Sasha was cheerfbl."

According to Baiiyn, 'Rule A" does not apply to Russian secondary predicates. He
argues that 'true' secondary predicates are always marked with the instrumental case. What

appear to be secondary predicates marked with a different case are, in his view, appositive
structures that do not contain predicate phriises.

Bailyn's 'Rule A" correctly captures the fact that predicates in the nominative case
agree in case with the subject of their clause. It is consistent with widely held assumptions

about nominative case assignment /checking in that it associates nominative case assignment
with ld.This association, however, is f&ly indirect, and his deviation from the current
syntactic theory is in need of some additional motivation: promeration of fun*ional heads
and case-assignment mechanisms has proved to be conceptually unnecessary (cf Chomsky
(1995)). As I will show in chapter 5, it is possible to account for all instances of nominative
case assignment, including nominative case on secondary predicates, with the same case

checking mechanism, without resort to additional finctional heads or other ad hoc
stipulations.

2.3

Structural Nominative Case
The purely structural case hypotheses discussed in this subsection assume that case

is determined by the position of a DP in the syntactic structure of a sentence. According to

some of these hypotheses, this position alone is sutticient for case assignment (the so-called
"configurational case assignmenty').According to others, structural case assignment
involves a case assigner ( the head of a maximal projection).

One of the proposals that treats nominative case on Russian predicates as
configurational is that of Freidh and Babby (1984), who argue that nominative case is
assigned to predicates by virtue of their being in a certain syntactic position with respect to

M.They assume that copular sentences with predicate nouns and adjectives in the

nominative case have a clause structure like the one shown in (14), where both the subject

and the predicate adjective are governed by Infl.I2

Under their view, however, subject NPs, predicate NPs and predicate APs are not
assigned case by Id.They are assigned case purely in terms of syntactic configuration, by
virtue of being "immediate constituents of S" (Freidin and Babby 1984: 15).
Freidin and Babby's (1984) hypothesis about nominative case assignment captures

the intuition that subject and predicate NPs @Ps, in current terms) are assigned case in a

similar fashion. It is, however, incompatible with current theory in that assignment of a
structural case does not involve any case assigner (or checker, in current terms).

Another analysis that associates nominative case assignment to predicates with the
head of a clausal projection is that of Maling and Sprouse (1995). Maling and Sprouse

analyze case assignment to predicate NPs in a number of Germanic languages. Based on the
assigned
results of this analysis, they hypothesize that predicate NPs are tcniver~~~ily

structural case.l3 Under their analysis, the basic parameter dividing languages is whether or
not the copula itself is a source of structural case.

Freidia lad Bebby (1 984) adopt the following definition of government:
(i) x govems y S V + , a maximal projedioa, 4 dominates x iff 4 dominates y.
Recall that the DP hypotttesis, which 1adopt in this thesis,d y z e s NPs as DPs. However, for exposition ptrrposes in
this chapter, N P s and DPs me equivalent.
l3 It is g d y assumed that stmctud case is de(nmined by the position of a DP in the syntactic SbUEture of a
sentence. Nomiuative case is reserved for DPs in the subject position of finite clauses. Accusative ase is used fm the
object DP of a transitive verb end preposition ,as well as for the s u w t of an infinitival subordinate clause.
I2

In some languages, e.g. Danish, Nonvegian and Enghsh, the copula is clearly a case

assigner and assigns accusative case to predicate NPs, just as a transitive verb assigns
accusative case to its complement:
( 15)a. Det er mig/*jeg

it

Danish

is me(acc/*nom)

b. That's me/*I.

English

In other languages, such as Icelandic, Gennan and Swedish, copulas do not assign
case.
(16)

Hun
er kennari/* k e ~ aa.r
she (norn) is teacher (nom/*acc)
"She is a teacher."

(Icelandic)

Maling and Sprouse argue that in languages where copular verbs are not Case
assigners the domain of the copula is transparent to structural case assignment from an
external govemor.I4In other words, the VP projected by the copula in these languages is
not a barrier to government by the head of a higher maximal projection. Thus, I d (I)
governs into the VP headed by a non-case-assigningverb and assigns case to the VP

complement. Under this view, both the subject and the predicate NPs are dependent on I d

for case, through Spec-head agreement on the one hand, but under government on the
other. Consider, for example, the structure of the Icelandic example in (16), given in (1 7)
below.

-

-

' Govaning domain of a node consists of all the constituentsgovemed by that node.

spec

I'*

n

I

hit1

1*

VP*

she

I

A

born1

ert

v*

NP*

t;

kenmi
teacher

is

I

I

born1

In this example both the subject and predicate NPs are marked with nominative case. The

subject receives the nominative case via a spec-head relation that holds between Spec, IP
and I. How does the predicate NP get the nominative case? According to Maling and
Sprouse, every stnrctural case assigning head is associated with a structural case path, a
domain that includes the structural case assigning head itself', the node immediately
dominating the head and every node c-commanded by the head, but not contained within a

more immediate case path. A case feature can move dong a structural case path. In (17) the
nodes included in the structural case path of I are marked with asterisks. Since the copula is
not a case assigner in Icelandic, the structural case path of I includes the NP kennm.
'teacher'. Thus, I assigns nominative case to the predicate NP.

According to Maling and Sprouse, the mechanism they propose for case assignment
to predicate NPs does not apply to predicate APs. They faii, however, to provide conclusive
evidence for this claim.

Maling and Sprouse's insight that Mcan assign nominative case twice is a

significant contribution to the theory of Case assignment. However, the notion of

government has been abandoned by the current theory for lack of its conceptual necessity,
and downward movement of features is generally disallowed for the same reason. In chapter
5 I will show that Maling and Sprouse's proposal that nominative case can be assigned

twice can be reinterpreted on the basis of current assumptions about phrase structure. I will
argue that, due to the availability of independently muti-"ratedmultiple specifiers of T,

nominative case on the subject and the predicate DPs is checked via identical spec-head
relations with T.lSThis case checking mechanism can be extended to apply to predicate APs

if they prove to be embedded in NPs (DPs), and I will show in chapter 3 that there are
reasons to think that they are.
Another problem with Maling and Sprouse's proposal is of an empirical nature. The
fact that Russian predicate nouns can appear with the same copula in either in the

nominative or instrumental case, as shown in (4) above and repeated here as (1 B), suggests
that the case assigning property of a copula cannot be a set parameter in a given language.
(18)a. On

by1 pisatel'.
he( m sg nom) was writer(m sg nom)
We was a writer."

b. On
by1 pisatelern.
he( m sg nom) was writer(m sg inst)
''lie was a writer."

Suppose the copula byt ' 'be' in Russian can either be a case assigner or not. Then

one could hypothesize that, when the copula does not assign case, M governs into the VP
headed by the copula and assigns lom mi native case to the predicate NP;the instnunental

'' Rec8l.l that, according to current theory. the head of a clausal projection is T.

case, on the other hand, is assigned by the copula when it functions as a case assigner. The

problem that a purely structural analysis wouid then run into is that instrumental case, d i k e
accusative case, can hardly be constmed as being assigned strt~ctuallyby the copula.
Having discussed the insights and the problems of some previous analyses regarding

nominative case assignment to Russian predicates, I will now turn to proposals that have
been made with respect to instrumental case on Russian predicates. The proposals that I
discuss in the next section differ significantly ftom the analysis of instrumental case on

Russian predicate adjectives that I will provide in chapter 4 of this thesis.

3.

IastruneaW Case Assignment to Predicates

Instrumental case on Russian predicate adjectives has been treated by different
authors as lexically inherent (quirky) or structural. Although it has not been specifically
suggested that instrumental case on predicates is semantic, the view that, in some of its
uses, instrumental case can be semantic deserves a special mention here. In the following
sections I look in turn at proposals that represent each of these approaches. I will show that
these proposals, like proposals regarding nominative case on Russian predicates are non-

minimal in spirit, invoking mechanisms that are conceptually unnecessary and can be
dispensed with.

3.1

Lexical Inherent (Quirky) Instrumental Case

Instrumental case on Russian predicate adjectives is treated as lexical inherent in the
work of Neidle (1988) and Franks (1995). As discussed above, both authors contend that

there are two copular verbs byt ' "be", one of which has "some" lexical content and assigns
inherent instrumental case to its complements. According to Franks, the underlying

structure of copular sentences with the lexical copular verb is as follows.16

The verb in (19) assigns inherent instrumental case, and the subject DP raises to Spec,TP in
search of case. Since the copula does not have a present tense form, this structure is
unavailable in the present.
As I argued above, there is no evidence that the copular verb byt ' "%eein Russian
has any lexically specified semantic content. Even if it did have lexical semantic content and

could assign instrumental case, there is no evidence that this instrumental case is determined
by the lexical properties of this verb. As the following examples show, some lexical verbs in

Russian can assign either accusative or instrumental case to their complements.I7
v nee kamnjami.
so-as-to breach wall they threw(past imperf) to it stones(inst)
'To breach the wall, they threw stones at it."

(20)a. Ctoby probit' stenu, oni SvyrJali

b. On bescel'no Svyrjal
karnni
v vodu.
he aimlessly threw(past imp@ stones(acc) into water(acc)
''He aimlessly threw stones into the water."
The structure in (19) bas been adapted to reflect currslt assumptionsabout phrase structure Accarding to Franks
(1995), immmental predicate APs are embedded within NPmP constituents, since theta-roles of verbs, including
those of the lexical copular verb byt ' "be", cbn be assigned only to NPs/DPs. On the other hand, Neidle (1 988), given
the asmptioas of Laical Function Gfammar that she wwi as a 6ramewwL, argues that imtmmatai APs necd not be
embedded within NPdDPs.
" The examples in (20) are taken Erom Jakobsen ( 1971a).

In (20a) the verb Svyrat ' 'Yhrow" assigns instrumental case to its complement, whereas in
(20b) it assigns accusative case.

Moreover, instrumental case appears to be freely available to secondary predicates,
in sentences without the copular verb:
(21)

priQa na rabotu bol'noj.
Maria(f sg nom)came to work sick(f sg inst)
WMaria came to work sick."
Maria

In chapter 4 I will show that the instrumental case in (20a) and (Zi),as weU as the

instrumental case on predicates in copular sentences, is an instantiation of the instrumental
case of adjuncts in Russian. The analysis offered in chapter 4 allows us to overcome the

conceptual and empirical problems that the proposal to treat instrumental case on Russian
predicates as lexical inherent runs into.

3.2

Structural Instrumental Case
The proposal to treat instrumental case on Russian predicate adjectives as structural

has been put forward by Bdyn (1995). Recall fiom section 2 that Bailyn assumes a

hnctional category PredP (predicate phrase) between IP and VP.He does not consider
copular sentences with instrumental predicates. As discussed in section 2, his theory makes
wrong predictions about case-marking in copular sentences: the "configurational"rules that
he proposes do not allow for instrumental case on predicates in this type of sentences,
contrary to the language fhcts. With regard to secondary predicates and predicates of

ernbedded small clauses, he argues that they are assigned instrumental case by the so-called
'Rule I",which is given in (22) below.

(22)

' W e I":
NU//pro assigns Instrumental case to any case-bearing complement.

According to Bailyn, the embedded pro in (23) does not have any phonetic or
syntactic content and, thus, assigns instrumental case to its complement, in accordance with

n&l ego
P 'jan~m.
Ii (nom) f o ~ himj
d (m sg acc) drunkj (m sg inst)
''I found him drunk."

(23)a. Ja

-

--

' u p(1995) assumes that u p t i d sEoodPy predicatesadjoin to V
', s e c d a y predicates are embedded m d
cralllceo with PRO and verbs raise to the head of a RP.

b. Structure of (23)
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Bailyn's idea that instrumental case is assigned under certain structural conditions
merits consideration. However, his analysis would require a different case-assignment

mechanism to explain instrumental case on predicates in copular sentences. Such an analysis
is incompatible with current theory which disallows proweration of case-assignment

mechanisms when this is not conceptually necessary. In chapter 4 I will offer a much simpler
analysis which unifies instrumental case on all types of Russian predicates.

3.3

Semantic Instrumeata! Case
The idea that instmmental case can be semantic in some of its uses is advocated by

Freidin and Babby (1984). Although they do not specifically address the issue of

instrumental case assignment to predicates, their treatment of instrumental case in other
instances can be extended to apply to predicates. Freidin and Babby distinguish semantic
instrumental case fiom lexical instrumental case. They give the following examples of the
two uses of instrumental case in Russian.

umeete upravljat ' avtomobiiem?
you(norn) able drive
car(inst)
'DOyou know how to drive a car?"

(24)a. Vy

b. VEera
Maiu
sbilo
maSinoj.
yesterday MaSa(acc) hit(past, n) car(f sg inst)
"A car hit MaSa yesterday."
Freidin and Babby argue that the instrumental case on the NP (DP)
avtomobilem "car" in
(24a) is lexical: it is determined by the lexical properties of the verb uprav@ut' "drive",

which takes this DP as its complement. They argue that the instrumental case on the subject

NP @P) mdinoj "car" in (24b) is semantic, because it imparts "an adverse meaning"
(Freidin and Babby (1984: 9),in contrast to the nominative case on the subject NP @P)
m&a

in (25) below.
(25)

VEera
MaSu
sbila
midina.
yesterday MaSa(acc) hit(past, f) car(f sg nom)
"A car hit Maia yesterday."

Note that, according to current assumptions about phrase structure, the DP ma$inoj

"car" in (24b) is an adjunct (as evidenced by lack of agreement in q-features between this

DP and the verb sbilo '%ity7),whereas the DP M i n a "car" in (25) is the subject (it agrees
with the verb sbila '%it7' in q-features). Thus, not only the cases on the DP mdina "car"are
different in (24b) and (25), but the syntactic structures of these sentences are different as

well. In Freidin and Babby's view, it is the semantic content of the instrumental case that

gives rise to the different interpretation of (24b) and (25). While I adopt Freidin and
Babby' s view that instrumental case can be associated with some semantic content, in
chapter 4 I will show that instrumental case on Russian predicates can be interpreted only in
a very specific strucrural configuration.

4.

Conclusion

In this chapter I reviewed how some of the questions raised in chapter 1 have been
addressed in the literature. The proposals outlined above have considerably improved our
understanding of Russian copular sentences with predicate adjectives in the nominative and
the instrumental case. Of particular interest are the insights that (i) there is only one verb
byt ' '%be"; (ii) the head of a clausal projection can assign nominative case twice; (iii) the

head of a clausal projection assigns nominative case to subjects and predicates in a similar

manner; (iv) nominative case on predicates is a case of agreement; (iv) agreement is a
structural relation; (v) instrumental case on predicates must meet certain structural
conditions; (vi) instrumental case can be associated with some semantic content.

In subsequent chapters I will reinterpret these insights in terms of current syntactic
theory. I will demonstrate that a minimalist account of Russian copular sentences with
predicate adjectives in the nominative and the instrumental case is conceptually more
elegant and has broader empirical coverage than the proposals discussed in this chapter.

CHAPTER 3
Licensing Case on Russian Predicate Adjectives
0.

Introduction
As discussed in chapter 1, Russian predicate adjectives can have either the so-called

'long-form" (henceforth LF) or the so-called "short-form" (henceforth SF). LF predicate
adjectives can have either nominative or instrumental case. As regards SF adjectives,

traditional Russian grammars usually state that these adjectives appear only in the

'

nominative case form (cf ,for example, Svedova et al. (1980a: 556)). While this view is
justified From the historical perspective (in Old Russian SF adjectives were declined), to my

mind, there is no reason to believe that SF adjectives have syntactically active case in
Modem Russian. The distribution of LF and SF adjectives that I examine in this chapter will
be shown to support this departure.

Given the well-known fact that cross-linguistically case is normally a property of

DPs, the question that needs to be answered is why some predicate adjectives should be
case marked. This is the question that I set out to answer in this chapter. I assume that the

most reasonable answer to this question is, in fact, the most obvious one. I will argue that
both argument and predicate llPs need case in order to be visible at L F . I~ will fbther argue
that those predicate adjectives which are case-marked are, in fact, embedded in DPs with
1
However*not ewryone shares this point of view. See, for example, h
adjectives in Modem Russian as m i e a d t d

t ( I 976: 1f Q), who does not regard SF

LF (Logcal Fcrm) is the l e d at which a syntactic daivatiun iatcrfks with the conceptual-intentid(semantic)
system of cognitian. See section2.1 of chapter4 for discussion.

null D and N heads.311 is these predicate DPs that need to have case, and the adjectives that
are contained in them have case by agreement with their head nouns.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 1 I will address the issue of licensing

case on predicate DPs. In section 2 I will examine the internal structure of LF and SF
adjectival predicates. This section will provide evidence that SF adjectival predicates form
AP constituents, whereas LF adjectival predicates are DPs. In section 3 1 will summarize the

discussion in the previous sections.

I.

Case Theory and Predicate DPs

1.1

Case Filter and Chomsky's (1981) Visibility Condition

How is case licensed on a DP? Is the case licensing mechanism the same for DPs in
argument position and DPs in predicative position? In the 1970s and 1980s, syntactic theory
was more concerned with the former question. Vergnaud (1982) proposed to capture the

distribution of overt argument NPs with a Case Filter stated in (I)."
( 1)

Every phonetically realized NP must be assigned (abstract) case.

An example like (2) is straightforwardly ruled out as a violation of this

morphologicai filter, since the phonetically realized NP John, which is the subject of the

W t i v a l clause complement of the raising verb seem, is not assigned case.

Following Rogovac (1 W8),I assume that the ategory D (dgtmmher) is a universal prqmty of human language and
posit DPs for Russian, despite the lack of definiteand indehik articles (i-e.canonid deteminers) in this language.
The -011
between DPs d NPs is not, however, cnrcial to my analysis either in this chapter or e l s e in tbis
thesis.
Although I assume that all NPs are complementsof D,I give here the original fbsmulatim of Case Filter, which
makes use of the term NP.

(2)

*It seems [John to be here].

However, as Lasnik (1992) and Chornsky (1995: 1 15) point out, some facts are left
unexplained by (1). For example, the lack of case on a wh-trace, which has no
phonetic/morphological realization, appears to cause the ungrammaticality of the following
sentence.
(3)

*Who does it seem [t to be here]?

A similar effect is observed in relative clauses, where the wh-phrase antecedent

need not have an overt morphological realization:
(4)a.

b.

the man (who) I see
*the man (who) it seems to be here.

As (4) shows, no requirement on who is relevant. Apparently, whtraces must have

abstract case, which undermines (1).

To overcome this difficulty, Chomsky (1981, 1995) offers an alternative view of the
Case Filter. He attributes Case Filter effects to 0-theory. In his view, case is a condition of

the well-formedness of 8-chains, which he formulates as follows (1995: 1 19)?
(5)

Visibility Condition
A chain is visible for Qmarking if it contains a case position.

The €)-Criterionthen will be violated if an argument (i.e. a &marked NP) is caseless. This
approach, however, is not without problems.6Safir (1985), for example, points out that

'A Bchain is the ma>rimat set of positions occupied by a %markedargument.
One problem is that PRO,which is a caseless argument, should violate the Visibility Condition. As the contrast m (i)
and (ii) shows, it does not:

(i) '1 tried [[John to be here]].
(ii) I tried [PRO to be here]].

since predicate nominds are not in argument positions, they are not in 0-chains. Ifthey are
not in 0-chains, they are not subject to the Visiblhty Condition. This leads Safir to conclude
that there is no motivation for a rule of case-assignment to predicate n o d s in languages
such as English, and that the simplest assumption is, thus, that predicate nominals are

caseless. However, the Caselessness hypothesis seems untenable for languages such as
Russian, where predicate norninals bear morphological case:

Ivan
byi ueitelem.
(m sg nom) was teacher(ms sg inst)
"Ivan was a teacher."

(6)

Thus, it appears that the Visibility Condition, as stated in ( 5 ) , is too narrow and
must be revised. Several proposals to extend the Visibility Condition have been made. I
discuss two proposals that are relevant to my concerns in the following subsection.'

1.2

Ertensioe of the Visibility Condition to predicate NPs

1.2.1

Fabb's(1984)Proposrl
Fabb (1984) extends Chomsky's (198 1) Visibility Condition from a condition on 9-

chains to a condition on both the assigner and the assignee of a &role. Fabb's extended
visibility condition, which he calls the Visibility Requirement on Theta-Assignment, is given

in (7)-

-

--

--

-

-

--

For discussion of this and other problems with this appach see Lasnik ( 1992), Chomky (1993).

'Lasnik (1992), for example, p m p ~ c sthat hding dta faA-movement must be Case positions to account fm
restrictionson expletive cmstmdioas. This pmposal, however, has little relevance f i the issue of case an predicute
nominals, and 1w i l l not discuss it here. See tasnik (1992) for details.

Visibility Requirement on Theta-Assignment

(7)

Every node in a theta-indexed chain must be visible.

According to Fabb, a 'theta-indexed' chain consists of a theta-assigner and an assignee,
both of which must be visible, i.e. have case.'

Fabb argues that predicates, too, must be visible. Following Rothein ( l983), Fabb
considers predicates to be one place fbctions. In his view, the subject of a predicate is the
argument which saturates this hction; predication is a syntactic relation and is independent

of &role a~signment.~
He argues that predicates get case and become visible by virtue of
being predicated of subjects, which have case.
I will adopt Fabb's insight that visibility is a condition not only on arguments, but on

predicates as well. I will show that, in some instances predicate visibility, like argument
visibility, is achieved by case-marking. I will argue, however, that only DPs satisfy the
visibility condition on predicates via case-marking; other categories satisfy it by different

means.

IJAccording to this pricciple, verbs also have case. This is in violation of Stowell's ( 198 1 ) Case Resistance Principle,
given in (i).

(i)

Case m y not be assigned to a category bearing a Case-assigningfixture.

Stowell's principle appears to hold for Russian,where, presumably, all abstract case is realized morphologically, and
&@h# categories, like verbs and prepositions, are not aw-marked. However, since this principle is not
r e l m t to predicate nouns and adjectives, which, of course, do not assign case, I will not discuss the problems which
Stowell's Case Resistance Rinciple presents for Fabb's claim that v& have case. See Stowell (1981) and Fabb
(1984) for details.
9

Thus, predication m y hold between a predicate and a 'pleonastic' subject which bas no semantic content.

1.2.2

Rapoport's (1987) Proposal

Rapoport (1987) follows Williams (1980) in assuming that predication is the
assignment of a theta-role to an external argument by a maximal projection through

coindexation. Like Fabb, she argues that Chomsky's ( 198 1) Visibility Condition should be

extended to theta-role assigners. In her view, however, an extended visibility requirement is
imposed on theta-role assigners in certain languages, but not in others. She formulates her
Extended Visibility Requirement on theta-role assigners in terms of the notion 'Ybnctional
head":
Extended Visibility Requirement

(8)

in some languages, a bctiond head is required to mediate the relation of
theta-role assignment by a lexical head.

Under this view, Enghsh is one language in which Extended Visibility holds. In the
case of English predicative copular sentences, the functional head Infl is, presumably,
required to satisfy the Visibility Condition on theta-role assigners/predicates.'*Thus, VPs in
English must merge with Infl by the level of LF,as is evident fiom theu tense inflection:

John visitdhis parents.
Past

(9)

English nominal predicates, too, must merge with Infl by the level of LF, as evident
fkom the obligatory copula:
(1O)a. The boy is a student.
b. *The boy a student.

lo Acuxdmg to

the assumptions adopted in this thesis, lnfl is, in fact, just Tiensel.

Rapoport (1987) claims that in languages such as Hebrew and Russian, on the other
hand, there is no Extended Visibility requirement, i.e. the mediation of a fbnctional head for

visibility of its predicators is not required. The following Hebrew sentence is grammatical,
despite the fact that it does not contain a copula.
( 1 1)

ha-yeled student.
the-boy

student

"The boy is a student."
Rapoport points out that in Russian, as in Hebrew, the copula is not used in the
present tense:
(12)

Etot
mai7Cik student.
this(m sg nom) boy(m sg nom)student(m sg nom)
'This boy is a student."

While it is true that in the present tense Russian does not require the mediation of

Infl realized as byt ' 'Be" in matrix predicative sentences with nouns and adjectives in the
nominative case, comparable matrix predicative sentences with nouns and adjectives in the
instrumental case are impossible, as illustrated by the contrast in (12) and (13).
(13)

*Etot
malY5ikstudentorn.
this(m sg nom)boy(m sg nom) student(m sg inst)
''This boy is a student."

This fact is surprising, considering that it is insmental case that makes postcopular nouns unambiguously predicative in past and firture tense contexts (cf, for

example, Nichols (1981), Chvany (1975), Partee (to appear)). As Rapoport points out,
instrumental case is also required in other environments without byt ' 'Be", such as
embedded small clauses. This is illustrated in (14).

(14)a. Ja sEitaju Ivana

durakorn.
I consider Ivan(m sg acc) fool(rn sg inst)
"I consider Ivan a fool."

b. *la ditaju Ivana
dwaka.
I consider Ivan(m sg acc) fool(m sg acc)
"I consider Ivan a fool."
Rapopon concludes that, although Russian does not have Extended Visibiiity, it

"

does have a particular case requirement on its predicates. It seems to me that a more
elegant account of requirements on predicates can be made, if a particular case requirement

is subsumed under a revised visibility condition on predicates. In the next section I will
propose such a revised visibility condition.

1.2.3

Visibility of Russian DPs

Let us examine Russian data more closely. It turns out that in Russian only DPs

(nouns, modlfjmg adjectives inside DPs, pronouns) have morphological case.12DPs are
case-marked in both argument and predicate positions. This is illustrated in ( 1 5) and (16):
(1 5)a. Student

by1
bolen.
student(m sg nom) was(past rn sg) sick(m sg)
"The student was sick."

student
ne priW
na lekciju.
sick(m sg nom) student(m sg nom) NEG w e ( p a s t m sg) to lecture(f sg
prep)
'The sick student did not come to the class."

b. Bol'noj

I'

In the next chapter I will Yhow that (13) is ungramrrmtical, because predicates in the imtmmental case must meet

certain cwfigurationai conditions.
l2

In the next section I wiU show tbat "bare" uw-mdced adjectives, too, are part of DPs.

by1
bolen?
who(nom) was(past m sg) sick(m sg)
'Who was sick?"

c. Kto

studentom.
Ivan(m sg nom) was(past m sg) student(m sg iast)
"Ivan was a student."

(16)a. Ivan

by1

b. Ivan
by1
xoro9i.m
studentom.
Ivan (m sg nom) was(past rn sg) good (m sg inst) student(m sg inst)
"Ivan was a good student."
c. Kern
by1
Ivan?
who(inst) was(past rn sg) Ivan(m sg nom)
'Who was Ivan?"
I suggest that it is case that allows argument and predicate DPs to be visible at LF as

theta-role receivers and theta-role assigners, respectively.'' In other words, case-marking in
Russian is reserved for DPs, the only category that can both assign and receive a theta-role.
Predicate adjectives, verbs and prepositions can only be theta-role assigners. Thus, they do
not have morphological case in Russian, as the examples in (15) and (16) above illustrate.
However, these categories have other features which, presumably, make them visible at LF.

Adjectives, for example, are marked with q-features. Verbs are marked with tense and qfeatures. It would be reasonable to suppose that it is these features that make them visible. I
propose that visibility of both arguments and predicates is achieved when they occupy
certain syntactic positions at LF. As I will show in chapter 4, it is the need to check features

such as case, tense, person and number that drives movement of lexical items to certain
-

13

-

-

Like Williams ( 1980) and Rapport ( 1987), I assume that predication is assignment of a theta-role to an e x t d
argument. Given the VP-intend subject hypolhgsls (see chapter 1) adopted by the current theory, I assume that an
extend argument, as well as an internal one, can be assigned a theta-rote inside a VP. In chapter 4, however, Iwill
show that, in those cases where the verb is semantically vacuous, a d e n d urguments can be assigned theta roles by the
maximal projection of the verb, rather tban by the verb itself

syntactic positions. In other words, all these features can be used to make a category visible
as either an argument or a predicate. The following generalization appears to capture the

facts described above.
( 17)

Revised Visibility Condition
(i) AU argument and predicate categories must be visible at LF.
(ii) Categories which can bear case become visible as arguments or
predicates ifF they are case-marked accordingly.
(iii) Categories which do not bear case are visible iffthey have other features
that make them visible.

It follows from (17) that case allows Russian DPs to be interpreted at LF as either

arguments (theta-role assignees) or predicates (theta-role assigners). Russian APs and VPs,

on the other hand, are visible due to their cp-features (and tense features, in the case of

Like Rapoport's Extended Visibility Condition ,the Revised Visibility Condition in
(17) requires that predicates be visible at LF. I suggest, however, that mergers with

hnctional heads are only one of the means that can be used by a language to make a
predicate category visible. ' The visibility requirement on Russian predicate DPs, for
example, is satisfied by morphological case-marking .

In this section I have determined why predicate DPs need case. In the next section I
will turn to Russian predicate adjectives. I wiU focus on the internal structure of adjectival
predicates and show how it is related to the distribution of case-marked and caseless
adjectives.

14

FoUowing R q m p t ( 1987), I use the term "merger"very loosely k.
In chapter 4 this tern wiU be d in a more
specific (and technically d
e
w
)sense.

2.

Internal Structure of Russian Adjectival Predicates
Having established that DPs in argument and predicate position need case, I will

now show that LF adjectives are DPs with null D and N heads, whereas SF adjectives are
APs. The issue of the constituent structure of LF and SF adjectives has been debated in the
literature. As discussed in chapter 2, one of the views on the constituent structure of
Russian adjectival predicates is represented by Babby (1973, 1975) and Chvany (1 975),
who argue that SF predicate adjectives form their own constituents, whereas LF ones are
embedded in NPs (DPs, in current terms). Another view is represented by Neidle (1988),
who holds that only LF adjectives in the nominative case are embedded in NPs @Ps). Still
another view is advocated by Franks (1995), who claims that only LF adjectives in the
instrumental case are embedded in NPslDPs. In this thesis I will adopt Babby and Chvany's
insight with respect to the internal stmcture of LF adjectival predicates. In the following
subsections I provide evidence that supports their claim.

2.1

Interpretation of LF and SF Predicate Adjectives
The interpretation of LF and SF predicate adjectives suggests that LF adjectives are

part of DPs with null D and N heads, whereas SF adjectives are APs. Traditional Russian
grammar abounds in intuitive statements about the interpretation of LF Russian predicate
adjectives as opposed to that of SF adjectives (cf, for example, Viiogradov (1947: 270),

considers sentences like the one in (18) below.
(18)a. Kitajskij

j ~ k
&en' trudnyj.
Chinese(rn sg nom) language(m sg nom) very difficult(m sg nom)
"The Chinese language is (a) very difficult (one)."

b. Kitajskij
j a ~ k
oten' truden.
Chinese(m sg nom) language(m sg nom)very difficult(m sg)
''The Chinese language is very difficult."
Upon analyzing the semantic difference between the sentences in (18a) and ( 18b), IsaEenko
(1976: 327) concludes that the only statement about this difference that can be made

"without resort to subjective and therefore untestable interpretations" is that in (1 8a), with
the LF predicate adjective frudnyj '5difEcdt", the entity denoted by the subject (kitajshj

j q k "the Chinese languagey')is related to the class of other entities characterized by the
wne property, whereas in (1 8b), with the SF predicate adjective miden "diffcult", the
property of "difficulty" is simply assigned to the entity denoted by the subject. According to
Isafenko, the sentences in (l8a) and (l8b) can be paraphrased as (l9a) and (lgb),
respectively.
( 19)a. Kitajskijjazyk otnositsja k klassu trudnyx jazykov.

"Chinese belongs to the class of difficult languages."

b. Trudnost' - odno is svojstv kitajskogo jazyka.
'Pi.Bcultyis one of the properties of Chinese."

l5 I was not able to obtain a copy of ~ v t ~ v s (1952)
's
inllwtirl work on Russian @fate
on citations of it in the literature.

adjective and hdto rely

To my mind, the interpretation of sentences like (1 8a) and (1 8b) above suggests that

the predicate in ( 1 8a), unlike the one in (1 8b), contains a null noun, which refers to the

domain circumscribed by the subject of the sentence, the domain of languages.
In the next subsections I look at the distribution of LF and SF adjectives, which
provides syntactic evidence in support of the claim that LF adjectives, unlike SF ones, are

part of DPs.

2.2

Distribution o f LF and SF Adjectives

2.2.1

Use of LF Adjectives in Argumeat Position

DPs with null D and N heads, like DPs with overt N heads, should appear in
argument, as well as predicate, position. If LF adjectives mod@ null predicate nouns, one
might expect to find these adjectives in argument position as well. This prediction is borne
out, as the examples in (20) illustrate.
(20)a. V komnatu voSli dve devotki.

in room came two girls(pl nom)
''Two girls entered the room."
Vysokaja
podbeiala ko mne.
up to me
tall (f sg nom) ran
'The tall one ran up to me."

b. V komatu voSli dve dev0dc.i.
in room came two girls(p1 nom)
'Two girls entered the room."
Ja znal vysokuju.
I knew tall(f sg acc)
'1knew the tall one."

c. V komnatu voSli dve devoCki.
in room came two girls(pl nom)
'Two girls entered the room."

Ja posmotrei na vysokuju
i uznal ee.
at
tall(f
sg
acc)
and
recognized her
I looked
"I looked at the tall one and recognized her."

d. V komnatu vodi dve devoCki.
in room came two girls(pl nom)
'Two girls entered the room."
Ja ma1 imja
vysokoj.
I knew name(n sg acc) tall(f sg gen)
"I knew the name of the tall one."
In (20a) an LF adjective appears as the subject of the sentence; in (20b), as an object of the
verb ma1 "hew"; in (204,as an object of the preposition nu "at"; in (20d), as a possessor.

SF adjectives, on the other hand, cannot appear in argument position, as the
examples in (2 1) illustrate.
(2 1)a. V komnatu voSli dve devodki.
in room came two girls(p1 norn)
"Two girls entered the room."

*Vysoka podbeiala ko m e .
up to me
tall (f sg) ran
"The tall one ran up to me."
b. V komnatu vo5lidvedevodki.
in room came two girls(p1 nom)
"Two girls entered the room."

*Ja mai vysoka.
I knew td(f sg)
'T knew the tall one."

c. V komnatu voiSli dve devoeki.
in room came two girls(p1 nom)
"Two girls entered the room."

*Ja posmotrel na vysoka

i uznal
ee.
I looked
at tall(f sg) and recognized her
'1looked at the tall one and recognized her."

d. V komnatu voSIi dve devoeki.
in room came two girls@l nom)
"Two girls entered the room."
*Ja mal imja
vysoka.
I knew name(n sg acc) tall(f sg)
'T knew the name of the tall one."

2.2.2

Exelusivdy Prcdicative Use o f SF Adjectives
Unlike LF adjectives, which appear in both predicative and attributive position,

Russian SF can be used only in predicative position:
(22)a. Mal'Eik
veselyj.
boy(m sg nom)cheerfbl(m sg nom)
"The boy is cheerful."

b. MalY5ik
vesel.
boy(m sg nom)cheerful(m sg)
"The boy is cheerful."
c. Ja uvidel veselogo
mai' Cika.
I saw cheerfil(m sg acc) boy(m sg acc)
'7saw a cheerful boy."

d.

*Ja uvidel vesel

ma1'eika.
I saw chee&l(m sg) boy(m sg acc)
'1 saw a cheefil boy."

One might argue that there is counter-evidence to the claim that Russian SF
adjectives can only be used predicatively. Wade (1992), for example, gives examples of
sentences with what at first sight appear to be attributive SF adjectives:l6
(23)a. U tebja net Eeloveka
bliie.
to you no person(rn sg gen) closer
'There is no person closer to you."

b. Pokaiite plat 'e
podeJevle.
show dress(n sg acc) slightly cheaper
"Show me a slightly cheaper dress."
However, in view of the fact that Russian adjectives normally precede the nouns
they modify, whereas relative clauses normally follow their head nouns (cf. Svedova et al.
(1980b:198, 5 1 S)), it seems reasonable to suppose that the SF adjectives in (23) are part of
reduced relative clauses. The corresponding relative clauses are given in (24).
(24)a. U tebja net Eeloveka,
kotoryj tebe bliie.
to you no person(m sg gen) which to you closer
'There is no person who is closer to you."
b. Pokaiite plat'e,

kotoroe podelevle.
show dress(n sg acc) which slightly cheaper
"Show me a dress which is slightly cheaper."

In Modem Russkn there are a few expressions where SF adjectives occur in what
appears to be an attributive position:I'
(25)a. sred' bela

dnja
in white@ sg gen-OR) day@ s g gen)
"in broad daylight"

16 Use of SF adjectives in this position is restricted to comparative f m , where g&
and number distinctions are
neutralized (i-e.not only is there no ageement in case between the noun and the "modifjing" adjective, but there is no
agreement in cpfeanpes either).

" I am gratefid to Olga Madenova for pointing out these examples to me.
I designate the Old Russian fmms of adjec&ves used in (25) as OR

b. po

belu
svetu
prep white(m sg dat-OR) world(rn sg dat)
"in the wide world"

c. na bosu
now
on bare(f sg acc-OR) foot(f sg acc)
"on (one's) bare feet"
Note, however, that in standard Modem Russian, parts of these expressions cannot
be substituted with other words: l 8
(26)a. *sred7bela

snega
in white(rn sg gen-OR)snow(m sg gen)
"in white snow"

b. *po belu

polu
prep white(m sg dat-OR) Boor(rn sg dat)
"on a white floor"

C.

*na malu
nogU
on small(f sg acc-OR) foot(f sg acc)
"on a small foot"

Thus, the expressions like the ones in (25) do not represent a productive pattern in standard
Modem Russian and can be reanalyzed as compounds. I conclude that SF adjectives in
Russian have lost their ability to modiQ nouns.

The fact that LF adjectives can occur both in attributive and predicative position?

whereas SF adjectives are found only in predicative position can be explained, if LF
adjectives are embedded in DPs, and SF adjectives are APs. If this is, indeed, the case, the

ungramrnaticafity of (22d) is to be expected: in order to be licensed as attributes, Russian
adjectives generally agree with the nouns they mod@, not only in gender and number, but

" In standard Modem Russian,

the adjective

''white" no longer has the meanings "widenand '%road.''.

in case as well (cf. ~vedovaet al. (1980b: 56)). Since SF adjectives do not have case, they

do not satisfy this condition and cannot be used attributively.

2.2.3

Coordination o f LF Adjectival Predicates and DPs

One of the standard tests used to determine syntactic structure is coordination. It is

based on the cross-linguistic observation that only Wte constituents can be conjoined. If LF
adjectival predicates are DPs and SF adjectival predicates are APs, then it should be

possible to conjoin the fonner, but not the latter with DPs which have overt N heads. This
prediction is borne out, as the sentences in (27) illustrate.lg
by1 lenivyj
i zanuda.
he(m sg nom) was lazy(m sg nom) and bore (sg norn)
"*He was lazy and a bore."

(27)a. On

2.2.4

b.

On
by1 lenivyrn
i zanudoj.
he(m sg nom) was lazy(m sg inst) and bore (sg inst)
"*Hewas lazy and a bore."

c.

i zanuda.
he(n sg nom) was lazy@ sg) and bore(sg nom)
"*He was lazy and a bore."

*On

by1 leniv

Substitution with Pronouns

Substitution can also be used to determine the constituency of LF and SF adjectival

predicates. If cOare"LF adjectives are contained in DPs with null D and N heads, it should

--

l9

-

-

-

--

Quaiitative nouns such as MU&"a bore" in R

m do not bave gcada distinctions.

be possible to replace them with interrogative pronouns, which typically replace DPs. As
(28) shows, they can, indeed, be replaced by such interrogative pronouns.2o
(28)

Ty ne maeSb,kt0
iz
etix studentov Ivan?
You NEG know who (m sg nom) out of these students ivan(m sg nom)
"Do you know which of these students is Ivan?'

Ivan
vysokij.
Ivan(m sg nom) tall(m sg nom)
'?van is the tall one."
On the other hand, APs cannot be replaced by pronouns. The example in (29) shows
that SF adjectival predicates, which are APs cannot be pronominalized.
(29)

Ty ne znaeSC,kto
iz
etix studentov Ivan?
You NEG know who (m sg norn) out of these students Ivan(m sg nom)
Tlo you know which of these students is Ivan?'

*Ivan
vysok.
Ivan(m sg nom) td(m sg nom)
"*Ivan is tall."
In view of the facts discussed in this section, I conclude that the optionality of case-

marking on Russian adjectives in predicative position is only an illusion: LF adjectives
always hnction as noun modifiers. In those cases where they appear in predicative position
without an oven noun, they modify a null noun.

lo

TmtnmmM LF adjectival predicates cannot normally be p m d e d . The following example born Chvany

( 1975) is exceptional and intended to create a special (humorous) &at.

(i)

Esli xo(SeS'
stasuivym,
bud' im.
if you want to be happy(m sg inst) be him(3p m sg inst)
"If you want to be a hppy person, be one."

In order to be prm-

DPs need to be sufticiently individuated in the discome at band (i.e. they need to be
specific). It seems to me that btmmentai adjectivai predicates caamot be pronbecause they are urnspecific DPs. I leave hvesb'gatim of this possibility to W e r research

3.

Conclusion

This chapter has established that predicates, as weil as arguments, must be visible at

LF,a condition I formulated as the Revised Visibility Condition. Different kinds of
predicates satisfy the Revised Visibility Condition by specification for different kinds of
formal features. In particular, APs satisfy raised visibility ifthey have number and gender

features, and DPs satisfy revised visibility if they have case f m e s .

In this chapter I have shown that SF adjectives are, in fact, predicate APs, and as
such are visible by virtue of their number and gender features. On the other hand, LF
adjectives that appear in predicate position are APs embedded in predicate DPs, albeit DPs
with null D and N heads, and as such are visible by virtue of their case fatures.The internal

structures of predicates with '%arey7LF and SF adjectives are given in (30) and (3 I),

respectively.

Having established why %bare*
LF adjectives need case, I will now address the issue
of why there should be two case-marking options for these adjectives. This is the focus of

the next two chapters. I will begin in chapter 4 by exploring the properties of Russian

predicate adjectives in the instrumental case.

CHAPTER 4
Instrumental Case on Russian Predicate Adjectives
0.

Introduction

In the previous chapters we have seen that "long-fom" predicate adjectives in
Russian can be marked with either instrumental or nominative case. My main objective in
this chapter is to provide a syntactic account of predicate adjectives in the instrumental
case. I will argue that instrumental case is the inherent case of adjuncts, and that Russian
predicate adjectives in the instrumental case are contained in DPs which are VP-adjuncts at
a certain level ofthe derivation.[I will ftrther argue that there is only one privileged

position at the periphery of VP, namely, the right edge of VP,where a DP can be
interpreted as an adjunct simply because it has instrumental case, and that this explains the
well-known fact that there cannot be two instrumentals in the same Russian clause.
Although I will focus on predicate adjectives in copular matrix clauses, I will show that the

analysis can be extended to embedded small clause predicates and secondary predicates as
well.

The syntactic analysis of predicate adjectives in the instrumental and nominative
case, which I undertake in this chapter and chapter 5 respectively, assumes the minimalist

1

See chapter 3 for discussion of the constituent stmctm of Russian predicate adjectives and a proposal that casemarked predicate adjectives are embedded in DPs with null D and N heads.
Chomsky (1995) shows that the Projection M p 1 e adopted by the Government and Binding Theory (cf. Chomsky
(1981,19ffi)), which quires tbat complementsbe thda-positions, Wmuxked the same way at each level of the
derivation, is dubious on a m q t t d grouuds, and tbat theta-101- are, in fist, assigned at LF. The ahclonment of the
Projection Principle makes it possible far DPs which origina!e in complement pusition to be interpeted as adjuncts at
LF.As we will see later in this chapter, although dl Russian imtmmental predicates are interpreted as adjtmcts at L.F,
some o f them are base-genen&d in complement positim

program for linguistic theory, as outlined in Chomsky (1992, 1995). Compared with the
previous syntactic theories, this framework is better suited to elegantly explain how a
particular case is licensed on Russian predicate adjectives, because it allows us to achieve
broad empirical coverage with fewer (and only conceptually necessary) assumptions. Based

on current minimalist assumptions, I will argue that, like any other inherent case,
instrumental case on Russian predicate adjectives (and the DPs they are contained in) need
not be checked syntactically. My claim is that it is the modificational semantic content of the
instrumental case on Russian predicate adjectives that allows it to be interpreted at LF. I
will further argue that the instrumental case on Russian predicate adjectives is different from

the inherent case of theta-marked complements in that, in order to be interpreted, it must
meet a certain configurational condition: the DPs which contain instrumental Russian
predicate adjectives must be in adjunct position at the right edge of VP by LF.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 1 I discuss the use of instrumental
case in Russian and argue that it is the inherent case of adjunct DPs in this language. In
section 2, after introducing some basic minimalist assumptions crucial to my analysis, I
argue that the instrumental case on predicate DPs like the case of other adjuncts, does not
need to be checked in a spec-head configuration. In this section I account for the lack ofthe
instrumental option for predicate nouns and adjectives in present tense contexts in structural
terms and show that the analysis advocated in this chapter can acconnnodate the use of
instrumental case on predicates of embedded clauses, as well as secondary predicates. In

section 3 I summarize the results of the analysis.

1.

Use of lastrumtotal Case in Russian
It is generally agreed that the instrumental case is the most complex case in Russian

in terms of the range of meanings it can express and the diversity of its functions. In an

effort to describe the use of the instrumental case, most linguists have taken a semantic
approach the result of which has usually been a long and heterogeneous list of specific

meanings, such as Instrument, Means, Agent, Manner, Time, Location, Predicate Nominal
(cf, for example, ~vedova,Arutjunova, Bondarenko, Ivanov, Lopatin, Uluxanov, Filin
(1980a: 482-483)), or a very general statement to the effect that the instrumental case is

marked for peripherality @ereferijnost ') and unmarked for directionality (napravlermoa')

and delimitation of extent (ob ' 'emnost ') (cf. Jakobson (197 1b)). From a theoretical
standpoint, it is desirable to have a unified analysis, rather than a descriptive statement of
uses. To my mind, a unified analysis of its uses other than the quirky (lexically specified)
instrumental case on objects of some verbs and prepositions can be made in structural
terns. While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a comprehensive analysis of
instrumental case in Russian, I would like to suggest that in those cases where the
instrumental case is not determined by lexical properties of verbs and prepositions, it is the
case of DPs which are adjuncts at some level of the derivation. In this section I will survey

some of the more frequently observed uses of the instrumental case and argue in favor of

this hypothesis. I will specifically argue that Russian predicate adjectives in the instrumental
case are part of DPs which adjoin to the right edge of VP at some level of the derivation.

In the next three subsections I consider in turn instrumental case on DPs which are
base-generated as adjuncts, on DPs which are found in complement position and on DPs
which are base-generated as complements, but subsequently move to adjunct position.

1.1

Base-Generated Adjunct DPs
Recall from chapter 1 that an adjunct is an optional phrase which combines with

another maximal projection to form a two segment category projected from the head of the
latter. In this section I look at some examples of base-generated adjunct DPs. The relevant
examples are given in (1) below.
( 1)a.

Oxotnik ubii olenja streloj.
hunter killed deer arrow(f sg inst)
"The hunter killed the deer with an mow."

b. Olen' by1 ubit oxotnikom.
deer was killed hunter(m sg inst)
'The deer was killed by the hunter."
c.

Ivan rabotal not'ju.
Ivan worked night(f sg inst)
'Ivan worked at night."

d. My I
beregom.
we walked shore(m sg inst)
'We walked along the shore."
e.

Oni peli xorom.
they sang chorus(inst)
'They sang in chorus."

In (la) the DP which is marked with the instrumental case denotes an instrument, in (lb) it
denotes an agent, in (lc) - time, in (Id) - location, in (1e) -manner. The DPs marked

* '~hmmplesin (la) aad(1b)are Wren 6mmChannon(1987).

instrumental in (1) m o d e VPs and are optional constituents: the sentences are grammatical
without them, as (2) illustrates.
(2)a. Oxotnik ubil olenja.
hunter killed deer
"The hunter killed the deer."

b.

Olen' byi ubit.
deer was killed
"The deer was killed."

c.

Ivan rabotal.
Ivan worked
c'Ivan worked."

d.

My Sli.
we walked
'We walked."

e.

Oni peli.
they sang
'They sang."

-

1 assume that the DPs marked instrumental in (la) (le) are all base-generated in

their surface position, as depicted in (3).'

In
with cwrent syntactic themy I assume tbat a clause is headed by T,the subject is base-generated in
Spec,VP, and all nominal comtituex~tsare DPs. I do not show the internal struEture of DPs, as it is not relevant to the
discussion here.

(3)a

n
T'

DP

n

n
VP

o x o ~ ~ i kT,
hunter [past]

VP

DP

n n
DP

V'

srreloj

arrow(inst)

ti

b.

V
ubif

DP

killed

ole?@
deer(acc)

TP

n
T'
n n
DP

ofe?~
',

deer

T

by/
was

V

VP

DP

VP

nn

DP oxotnikom

ubtt

I,

hunter(inst)

killed
c.

TP

n
T'
n n
Ivmt,
T
VP
[van [ P ~ I n
VP
DP
A
n
DP

DP
t,

V
nd'ju
raborui night(inst)
worked

walked
e.

TP

n
T'
n n
oni,
T
VP
they [past1 n
VP
DP
A
n
DP

DP
I,

V
peli

x ~ r ~ m

chorus(inst)

Note that all DPs in the instrumental case are found on the right periphery of VP.If
this is a privileged position, then one might predict that a sentence with two DPs in the
instrumental case will be ungrammatical. As the following example from Channon (1987)

illustrates, the prediction is borne out.'

As Hotze Rulltnann points out (p.c), one of the hall-marks of adjuncts is their iterability. In fact, it is not u n d to
Gnd Russian mtences in which an ktxmental adjunct DP appears to k buried insi& a VP,as illustrated below.

(i)on
rabotal etoj
nwju
v s v u m kabinete.
he(m sg nom) worked this (f sg inst) night(f sg inst) in his study.
"He worked in his study this nightn

As one can see, out of the two adjunct phrases in the jpmuuatical sentence in (i), the imtmmmtal DP etoj n d @ "this
night" and the PP v mom Winere "inhis study",it is the PP that appeers to be at the right edge of VP at the level of
mike structure (Spellin current terms). I assume that the imtnmatal DP moves to the right edge of VP at LF.
Crucially, the constraint on ituability of ndjmds in Ruasim applies oaly to instntmentsla d .DPs, which compete
for the priviledgedposition on the right periphery of VP.

(4)

*Olen' by1 ubit

oxotnikom streloj.
deer was killed hunter(inst) arrow(inst)
"The deer was killed by the hunter with an arrow."

The surface structure of the ungrammatical sentence in (4) is given in ( 5 ) below.
(5)

*TP

n
Ty
a n
DP

oht ',
deer

VP

T
by!
was

VP

n

VP

DP

DP

n

meloj

arrow(inst)
V

DP

oxoh~ikum

ubir

t,

hunter(inst)

killed
Additional evidence in support of the hypothesis that there is only one position on
the right periphery of VP where DPs marked indrumentai can be interpreted is provided in
the next subsection, where I focus on instrumental DPs which occur in complement
position.
1.2

Complement DPs
Not all DPs in the instrumental case are found in adjunct position. DPs marked

instrumental can be complements of verbs and prepositions.' Recall from chapter 1 that a
complement is a sister to the head of a maximal projection. Thus, the DP stranoj "country"

marked instrumental in (6) is a complement of the verb upruv~ai"ruled":

'

I will not discuss instrumal case on objects of prepositions here, as it is not relevant to the issues of concern in this
thesis.

(6)a.

On dolgo upravljal stranoj.
he long ruled
country(f sg inst)
'We ruled the country for a long time."

017,

he

T

\rp

n

[pasti

Adv
doigo
long

VP

,--,
DP

V'

1,

V
DP
z~prav~a/ A
ruled
stranoj
country(inst)

Complements have a close semantic relation to their heads and are usually

obligatory (cf, for example, Chornsky (1995)).6As expected, the instrumental complement
in ( 6 ) cannot be omitted:'
(7)

*Ondolgo upravljal.
he long ruled
'We ruled for a long time."

Crucially, the complement DP s m o j "country" marked instrumental does not
compete with adjunct DPs for the right edge on the periphery of VP.Thus, the sentence in

(8), with both complement and adjunct DPs marked instrumental, is grammatical:"

'
'

Complements normally bear a thematic role assigned to them by the head For example, the DP stmno/' ''wunt~y''in
( 6 ) plays t&e thematic role of P
-A
aqpmnt of the verb upmv&zt' W e n .
me Russian verb up10yFat' "rule" ,unfikethe English verb nrlo, can d y be transitive.
I assume here (hat the mmpl-t
DP stnmoj "country" remains in situ. Another poesiiiility is that it moves to a
position where the stNcnaalaccusative case cm object DPs is checked. Nothing in my analysis hiages on its exact
position at LF. What is important is that it does not move to ad*
position.

'

@)a.

Oil;

he

o n upravljd stranoj
ielemoj
mkoj.
he ruled country(f sg inst) iron(f sg inst) hand(f sg inst)
We ruled the country with an iron hand."

T
VP
[P~I
VP

n
DP
n n

DP
t,

V
uprav~ai
ruled

V'

ieleznoj mkoj
iron(inst) hand(inst)

DP

A

stranoj
country(inst)

In the next subsection I will look at DPs on which instrumental case alternates with
structural accusative case. I will show that these DPs have properties of both complements

and adjuncts.

There exists a second class of instrumental case-marked DPs which are realized as
complements of the verb at SpelCOut. Like the instrumental case-marked complements

discussed in section 1.2, these instrumental DPs are obligatory. However, I shall argue that,
unlike true complement DPs the instrumental DPs under consideration move to adjunct
position at LF. Consider, for example, the sentences in (9) and (lo)?
(9)a.

probit' stenu, oni Mali
v nee kamnjami.
so-as-to breach wall they threw(past imperf) to it stones(inst)
"To breach the wall,they threw stones at it."

&oby

The grammatical sentences in (9) and (10) are taken 60m Jakobson (1971a).

b.

( 10)

*Ctoby probit' stenu, oni Svyjali
v nee.
so-as-to breach wall they threw(past imperf) prep it
"*Tobreach the wall, they threw at it."
On bescel'no SWal
karnni
v vodu.
he aimlessly threw(past imperf)stones(acc) into water(acc)
"He aimlessly threw stones into the water."

The ungrammatical sentence in (9b) shows that the verb 3vyrjar ' '3hrow" must take
a complement. In (10) it takes a DP complement marked with accusative case. As the
sentence in (9a) illustrates, it can alternatively take a DP complement marked with
instrumental case. Why is this alternation of the instrumental and accusative case possible

on complements of the verb Svyjat ' "thr~w'~?
We certainly do not want to say that verbs

can have more than one case to check. Let us turn to the interpretation of the sentences in
(9a) and (10) in search for an answer to this question.

According to Jakobson (197 La), in (9a) we have a purposefbl action, and the role of
the stones is secondary - they are used to perform an action which does not primarily relate
to them,

whereas in (1 0) the stones are the point of action. To my mind, this interpretation

of the sentences suggests that the DP in the accusative case is a true argument of the verb
W
a
f ' 'throw", but that the DP in the instrumental case is not. I propose that though the

DP in the instrumental case originates as a complement of V, it subsequently moves to an
adjunct position at the right edge of VP.This dual status of the instrumental DP accounts
for the fact that, like a complement, it is obligatory ad,like an adjunct, it is interpreted as a

m a e r of the VP, rather than a theta-marked argument of the verb. The relevant part of

the LF structure of (9a) is given in (1 1).

VP

PP kamnjam4

A
DP

V'

r,

stones(inst)

vnee
to it

V
~ j u l i

DP
4

Evidence in support of the structure in ( I 1) comes from the ungrammatical sentence

in (1 2), which is different from the matix clause in (9a) in that it has a base-generated
adjunct DP nogami 'Yfeet":

v nee
kamnjarni
nogami.
they threw@ast imperf) at it(f sg acc) stones(pl inst) feet(pl inst)
'They threw stones at the wall with their feet."

(12)a. *Oni Svyxjali

*TI'

b.

n
T'
n n
oni,
T
VP
they [past] n
DP

VP

DP kamnjami,

A
PP

VP
DP
t,

a

V'

stones(inst)
~ogmi

feet(inst)

v nee

/\ at it
threw

The sentence in (12) contains two DPs in the instrumental case (kam,iami"stones" and
nogomi 'Yeet7') that must be interpreted as VP modiiers. Since there is only one position on

the right periphery oFVP where a modifying DP can be interpreted, one of these DPs
remains uninterpreted, which leads to the ungrammaticality of (1 2).
Thus, I conclude that the DP h n j a m i "stones", which is marked with instrumental

case, has properties of both complements and adjuncts: like complements, it is obligatory
and cannot be omitted; Wre base-generated adjuncts DPs, it is interpreted as a modifier in
adjunct position on the right periphery of VP and cannot be used in the same clause with

other instrumental adjunct DPs.
We have seen that DPs can have instrumental case when they are either in adjunct or

complement position of particular verbs. I would Wre to suggest that instrumental case in
both positions is inherent. At this point, a definition of inherent case is in order.

Chomsky (1986a) argues that, unlike structural case, which is subject only to
st~cturalrequirements, inherent case is sensitive to thematic relations as well:
( 13)

Inherent Case Condition
If A is an inherent case assigner, then A assigns case to an NP if and only if
A theta-marks the NP.(Chomsky 1986a:194)

According to Chomsky (1986a), case to NPs is always assigned under government,
a notion which has been abandoned by the current syntactic theory, as it does not appear to

be conceptually necessary. Still, structural case is largely reserved for DPs which check their
case syntactically. According to Chomsky (1 992), inherent case, unlike structural case of

subjects and objects, need not be checked syntacticaily. Presumably, this property of

inherent case is due to its inherent semantic content. I would like to suggest that the
semantic content of inherent case can be specified either lexically or syntactically. For

example, the semantic content of the instrumental case on the DP strmoj "country" in (6a)
above, repeated below as (14), is specified in the lexicon in relation to the verb upravljat '

"ruley',which takes this DP as its complement:
(1 4)

On dolgo upravljal stranoj.
he long ruled
country(f sg inst)
'We ruled the country for a long time."

There is nothing in the syntactic structure o f the sentence that allows us to predict the
instrumental case on the direct object strunoj "country" in (14). This type of case, which,

following Freidin and Babby (1984), I will call lexical, does not alternate with structural

accusative case,as (15)

10

Other caaea that can have lexically s p d i e d sunantic content are dative and genitiv~prepositid case is aiwys
Icxicai (see Freidin and Babby (1984) for examples and discussion).

(1 5) *On dolgo upravljal stranu.

he long ruled
country(f sg acc)
'We ruled the country for a long time."

I would like to suggest that case can be also inherent in certain syntactic
configurations. This proposal appears to be similar to the one put fonvard in Franks (1995).

Acwrding to Franks, phrases can receive case by virtue of their syntactic position. He
specifically argues that instrumental case can arise in Russian in a "sister of VP"
configuration by default.l 1 In my view, however, the instrumental case of adjuncts is not a
default, but inherent case in that has certain (modificational) semantic content and is
interpretable at LF. Moreover, as we have seen above, the configuration in which
instrumental adjuncts can appear is more specific than the one described by Franks: the
instrumental case of adjuncts is licensed only on the right edge of VP.12
Configurational inherent instrumental case is different from lexical inherent case in
that (i) it is predictable, and (ii) it can alternate with structural accusative case of direct
objects (see examples in (9a) and (10)). Given the facts observed in (8) and (12) above, it

seems reasonable to assume that DPs marked with lexical inherent instrumental case and
those marked with configurational inherent insmmentai case are interpreted in different

--

-

-

" This proposal is reminiscent of Chomslry's ( 1981: 50)account of genitive case assignment in English: according to
Chomslry, genitive case in phrases like John 3 book, h ~ reading
3
the bodr is assigned to NPs (DPs, in went terms) in
"the context" where they are in a sister of X' position.
lZ Genaanic lauguagm also have bare DP adjuncts. Larson (1 985) looks at NP (DP, in c t m t terms) adverbs m
English sentences like the following:

(i) I saw John that day.

He argws tbat a certain feature borne by a limited class of nouns, like doy (but not, for example,@od or interwr)*
Optionally assigns default abstract oblique case to the NP (Df,
in ammt tams)headed by these nouns in the absence
of any structtaalcase assigner. S k , d i k e imtmmcntal case on Russiau atipnct DPs, this seems to be a lexical
property ofthe mwms in question, I assume that the mechanisms of case assipmat (checking) to the hvo types of
adjunct DPs are c l i f f i t .

syntactic positions: DPs marked with lexical inherent instrumental case are interpreted in
situ as objects of certain verbs, whereas DPs marked with configurational inherent
instrumental case are either base-generated on the right periphery of VP or move there in

the course of the derivation in order to be interpreted as VP-rn~difiers.'~
The examples in
(8) and (12) above show that a sentence cannot have more than one DP marked with

configurational inherent case. On the other hand, a sentence can have DPs marked with
different types of inherent instrumental case.
In the next three subsections I will show that predicate DPs marked instrumental,

including those in copular sentences, are adjoined to VP at some level of the derivation.

l3 IfDPs marked with laical inherent instrumental case remain in their basgenerated complment position, onr
might predict tbat these DPs do not passivize.The prediction is borne out: verbs that take non-alternating instrumentnl
compIancnts (dorotit ' b%alue",gron't ' '%matenwith", obludat ' "possess", z l o u p o ~ b @ 't "abuse, misuse'', bolet "be
sick", etc.) do not have short form perfective passive participle forms, which are used to form passive collstructions. If
DPs marked with the structural inherent case move to adjunct position at LF, the prediction is that they do not passivize
either. This is indeed so, since verbs that take struEtrrral inherent instrumental case (such as bmwt ' "throw") are
imperfective (imperfective aspect in Russian is u d to cksd'br: an action in progress or repeated actions, whereas
perfective aspect is used to denote a completed action):
@

brosali
lrRmni
vstenu,
they (pi nom) thrmpast impxf) stones(ecc) at wall(acc)
"They threw stones at the wall."

(i) Oni

(ii)Oni
brosili
Lamni
v stenu
they (pl nom) thm@uic perf) stones(acc) at wall(=)
"They threw stones at the w d . "
(iii) Oni
brosali
kamnjami vstenu
they @I nom) -past
imperf) s t o n e s ( d ) at w w = )
"They threw stones at the wall."

(iv) .oni
bmsifi
b j a m i vstenu.
they (pi n m ) -past
s
t
m
) at wall(=)
"Ihey threw stones at the wall."

m

Imperfective verbs do not form passive u m d r u d i ~ lwith
l ~ @@ia-

1.4

Predicate Adjunct DPs in Copular Sentences

1.4.1

The Verb @yf'"Be"
The instrumental option for predicate nouns and adjectives is lacking in the present

tense, where the verb byt ' 'Be" is not used in Modem Russian. Therefore, many linguists
conclude that the possibility of insmunental case is directly related to the presence of this

verb.l4 Neidle (1 988) and Franks (1 9 9 9 , for example, claim that in some of its uses the verb
byt "%en is lexically specified to assign instrumental case to its complement. This leads

them to distinguish between two verbs byt ' "be" in copular sentences: one which is a mere
tense marker and another one which has some semantic content and is, thus, able to theta-

mark its complement. Neidle (1 988: 27) illustrates different uses of the verb byt' %e"with
the examples in (16). According to Neidle, (16a) has an identity reading, whereas (16b) has
a predicative reading."
(16)a. On
by1 pisatel'.
he(m sing nom) was writer(m sing nom)

'Me was a (born)writer."
b. On
by1 pisatelern.
he(m sing nom) was writer(m sing inst)
"He was a writer (for some period of time or by profession)."
As I showed in chapter 2, the subtly Werent readings of the sentences in (16a) and

(16b)cannot be attributed to the copula byt "Be". I assume that the copula is always

semantically vacuous. As such, it can never theta-mark its complement and can never have

l4

See chapter 2 for more discussion of this isme.

* A c a d h g to Chmy (1 9'79,in the 19th century, the distinction betwren Mlminative and imtmmtal predicates
corresponded more or less to a U o n bctwacn pmmmt and tempomy class mem-p.
In the modera
languagethis dhthction is b l d An extensive demiptive study of modem Russian adjectival predicates iu
sentences by(3ustam(1976) bas shown that bothpmmmt andtempomyppaiicscanbeesrpressedbypcdic&te
adjectives in tither the nominative or tht imtnmmtal case.

any inherent case to check on (or assign to) its complement. This is not to say that the
semantically vacuous verb byt ' "be" cannot be syntactically transitive. An examination of

Russian data suggests that it can subcategorize for a DP, as well as a small clause
complement.loI assume that the copular verb byt ' ''be7'appears in different syntactic

configurations which allow it to set up different relations between the subject and the
predicate. The two syntactic configurations in questions are illustrated in (1 7) below.
(1 7)a.

VP

n
V'
n

DP

V
byt '

DP

Although the copular verb byt ' '%emdoes not itself assign a theta-role to the subject

when the predicate is in the instrumental case, it provides additional structure which allows
the subject to receive a theta-role from the maximal projection of this verb, which crucially

includes a modifier:

l6The idea that a semantically vacuous verb can appear in diflikrent syntactic umtiguratiunswhich rcsult in its Merent
ocemrurtic inkqxeQ!iiopls is not a novel one. For example, Rim and Roscn !1997) s&ow that there is anly one verb h e
m Englishand that, although it k k a lexicaUy specdied semantic content, it acquires different mteqretatimas a
a m q u m e ofthe relatim. it sets up between the subject and the predicate.

DP
t,

V'

n
V
byt '

DP
4

On the other hand, when the verb byt ' 'Be7'takes a small clause complement, it

behaves as a raising verb and plays no role whatsoever in theta-role assignment. I will
discuss use of byt ' "be" as a raising verb in chapter 5

In the next subsection I will discuss the syntactic stmcture of copular sentences with
predicate nouns and adjectives in the instrumental case.

1.4.2 Syntactic Position of Predicate DPs in the Instrumental C w

Consider the following sentence with predicate DPs in the insuumental case.
(19)

On
by1 xoro9im
studentom.
he(m sg nom) was good(m sg inst) student(m sg inst)
'We was a good student."

If my analysis is along the right lines, the predicate DP xoroSim studentom "a good

student" is base-generated as a complement of the verb by1 'bas". The semantically
vacuous verb by! "was" cannot theta-mark its complement. Thus, the instrumental case on
the predicate DP xoroSim stdentom 'a good student" can be only of the configurational

inherent type. In order to receive interpretation at LF, the predicate DP adjoins to the

m a x h d projection of the verb, where it is able to mod@ it, thereby 'Wing'' it with

semantic content. The subject of the sentence is assigned a theta-role by the maximal
projection of the verb, which includes the modifier DP xoroiim stu&~trom "a good

student". The LF structure of the sentence in ( 1 9) is given in (20). ''
(20)
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Evidence that the predicate DP xoroSim sturlentotn "good student" is in adjunct
position on the right periphery of VP in (20)comes from the fact that sentences, We the
one in (2 1 ), which contains an instrumental predicate DP and an instrumental adjunct DP
that denotes a time expression, are ungrammatical, when pronounced with neutral

intonation.

"

In accordance with the current theory I assume that rhe verb in (20) d j o h to TI-] at LF.
DP and an inmumental time expression is grammatical, if

" Note that a sentencecumbhhg an btmmental predicate

the time expression appears in the begming of the sentence:

(i)Letom
mbylxoro9im studentom.
summer(inst)he was good(&) sWat(inst)
"Tnthe summer he was a good student*
1 would like to suggest that the temporal e
outside VP. It is, perhaps, adjoined to TP.

o

n in (i) above is basgenerated and interpreted m its sudhce position

(21)

by1 xoroSim
studentom
letom.
he(m sg nom)was good(m sg inst) student@ sg inst) summer(inst)
'Wewas a good student during the summer."

*/??On

The LF structure of the sentence in (21) is given in (22) below.
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If my analysis is correct, and there is only one position at the right edge of VP where

a DP marked with the configurational inherent instrumental case can be interpreted, the
sentence in (21) is ungrammatical, because there are two DPs that need to be interpreted in
this position, and one of them remains uninterpreted.

Under this analysis, DP complements of the verb byt ' %en behave in a manner
similar to that of other nonsptional adjunct DPs which originate as complements of verbs.

The former, like the latter, are interpreted as verb modifiers which are essential to
assignment of a theta-role to the subject of a sentence.
R e d l fkom chapter 3 that Russian case-marked adjectives are always embedded in

DPs. What appears to be a bare case-marked adjectival predicate in Russian is, in fact, an

adjective embedded in a DP with null D and N heads. Thus, according to my analysis, the

LF structure of the sentence in (23a) is the one illustrated in (23b).
(23)a. On
by1 veselym.
he(m sg nom)was chee&I(rn sg inst)
"He was cheefil."
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As expected, a sentence containing a '%are" predicate adjective in the instrumental

case and another adjunct DP in the instrumental case is ungrammatical. This is illustrated in

by1 veselym
utrom.
he(m sg nom) was cheer!kl(m sg inst) morning(inst)
'We was cheerfuf in the morning."

(24)a. *On

b. LF structure
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Predicate DPs Marked Instrumental in Embedded Clauses

If the analysis in the previous subsection is correct, then it should be possible to
extend it to predicate DPs marked instrumental in embedded clauses. Consider the sentence

(25)

Ja sEital
ego
geniem.
I considered him(m sg acc) genius(m sg inst)
"1 considered him a genius."

Following Rapoport (1 9 9 9 , I argue that the small clause predicate geniem ccgenius"

modifies the verb sc'itaju "consider"in (25). Rapopon argues that small clause predicates
complete the description of the verb introducing them. While I agree with Rapoport on this
point, I am not convinced by her proposal that small clause predicates are projected from

the complement position in the l e x M structure of the verb which they modify.1gI would

l9 See Haksha and Mulder (1 990) for discussion of problems with propods similar to the
(1 995).

mede in hpoport

like to suggest that small clause predicates move to adjoin to the maximal projection of this

verb." In this respect small clause predicates are similar to the non-optional adjuncts

discussed in subsection 1.3 above. Under this approach, the LF structure of the sentence in
(25) is the one given in (26), where the small clause predicate DP g e m 'genius" adjoins
to the VP sEiiaju "cun~ider".~l
If this analysis is along the right lines, it is the VP augmented

by the adjunct DP geniem "genius" that assigns theta-roles to the subject DPju 'T' and the
object DP ego ''him".
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'O Accordmg to c w e n t syntactic theory (ct Chonlsky, 199S), a maximal projetion can adjoin only to another mudmal
projection. Thus, small clause predicate DPs cannot adjoin to the verb they mod@. Interestingly, Carnie (19%: 1997)
argues that, at -1 in some lmgmges, plmx-like nominal predicates are treated by the grammar Ute and cau
undergo head movement. I do not, however, have evidence that this is possible in Russian.
I am simpliljhg the slmdum tme in tbat I do not show the movunent of the verb sfiWu 'amsider' to T,as well as
the movement of DP ego 'him' to Spec, u, wbere u stands for tbe higher verb inthe Wlayered VP-sttell of transitive
verbs, as showing this movement in (26) wuld u m m z m d y complicate the expsition.

An embedded instrumental predicate DP can be interpreted only if there is no other

instrumental adjunct vying for the position at the right edge of VP.Thus, the sentence in
(27) is ungrammatical, when pronounced with a neutral intonation.
(27)a. */??Ja sEital

ix
genijami
godami.
I considered them(p1 acc) geniuses(p1 inst) years(pl inst)
"I considered them geniuses for years."

b. LF structure
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The analysis outlined above for embedded predicate DPs with overt N heads holds

for embedded predicate DPs with null N heads, as the sentences in (28) and (29) below
illustrate.
(28)a. la sEital

umnym.
I considered him(m sg acc) intelligent(rn sg inst)
'T considered him intelligent."
ego

b. LF structure
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(29)a. */??Ja sfital
ix
mfi
godami.
I considered them(pl acc) inteligent(p1 inst) years(p1 inst)
"I considered them intelligent for years."

b. LF structure
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1.6

Secondary Predicate DPs Marked Instrumental as Adjuncts

The analysis made above can accommodate secondary predicate DPs in the
instrumental case as well. To illustrate this point, I consider the sentence in (30a) and give

its (simplified) LF structure in (30b).
(30)a. On

pribyl v stranu rebenkom.
he(m sg nom) arrived to country child(m sg inst)
'Wecame to the country when he was a child."
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In (30) the secondary predicate DP rebenkom "child" is base-generated at the right

edge of the VP.It is incompatible with another instrumental adjunct DP, as the sentence in
(3 1) illustrates.

pribyl v stranu rebenkom
paroxodom.
he(m sg norn) arrived to country child(m sg inst) ship(m sg inst)
'Wecame to the country by ship when he was a child."

(3 1)a. *On

b. LF structure
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The analysis applies to secondary predicate DPs with null N heads, as well as
secondary predicate DPs with overt N heads. This is illustrated in (32) and (33) beiow.
(32)a. On
pribyl v stranu molodym.
he(m sg nom) arrived to country young(rn sg inst)
''He came to the countq young."
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(33)a. *On
pribyl v stranu rnolodym
paroxodom.
he(m sg nom) arrived to country young(m sg inst) ship(m sg inst)
'We came to the country by ship when he was young."

b. LF structure

I,

pribyl to country molod,m
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0

We have seen above that in copular sentences predicate DPs, including those with
embedded adjectives and null D and N heads, raise from the complement position of the
copular verb and adjoin to its maximal projection at LF, in order to be interpreted as n o s
optional verb modifiers. In this respect they are similar to those "objects" of verbs which

can be marked with instrumental case which alternates with accusative case and small clause
nominal predicates. Predicate DPs marked instrumental in copulas sentences differ from
secondary predicates and other optional modifiers in that the latter, but not the former, are
base-generated as VP-adjuncts.

To my mind, it is in adjunct position at the right periphery of VP that predicate DPs
marked with the inherent instrumental case are interpreted. In the next section I will argue
that, since inherent inmumental case of adjuncts has semantic content, it does not need to

be checked syntactically. I will start by introducing rmnimalist assumptions which are crucial
to the discussion.

2.

2.1

Minimalist Account of Instrumental Case on Predicate Adjectives in Copular
Sentences
Some Minimalist Assumptions

2. 1.1 General Assumptions

In order to minimize the acquisition burden placed on the child, the linguistic theory

advocated by Chomsky ( 1992, 1995) postulates only minimal assumptions that are

necessary for an adequate description and explanation of human language. It dispenses with
some of the theoretical apparatus of the Principles and Parameters theory which appears to
be unwarranted by language facts. Thus, the minimalist theory no longer privileges DS

(Deep Structure) and SS (Surface Structure). Only two linguistic levels are postulated,
namely, LF (Logical From)and PF (Phonological Form).LF interfaces with the conceptualintentional (C-I)performance system, whereas PF interfaces with the articulatory-perceptual
(A-P) system. At some point of the derivation, an operation called Spell-out applies to the

already formed structure and strips away fiom it those elements that are relevant only to PF,
leaving the residue to be mapped to LF by syntactic operations. The pre-Spell-out
component, which is subject to phonetic r e t i o n is cailed "overt". The post-Spell-out
component, on the other hand, is called '%overt", since it has no effect on the phonetic
realization of an utterance.

It is assumed that there is a single computational system CHLfor all human
languages; variations are essentially morphological, including variation in overt reafization
of certain parts of a computation. A particular language, which is an instantiation of the
initial state of the cognitive system of the language faculty with options specified.

determines a set of derivations. A derivation converges at one of the interface levels if it
yields a representation satisfjmg Full Interpretation, a condition which requires that every
entity at an interface level be interpreted. A derivation must converge at both interface
levels, otherwise, it crashes.
The derivation of a sentence involves the following operations. The operation Select

takes lexical items fiom the lexicon and introduces them into the derivation. The operation
Merge combines pairs of syntactic objects to form a new syntactic object. The operation
Move forms a new syntactic object &om already formed syntactic objects by raising one of

them and either substituting or adjoining it to the other. Syntactic structures are built

derivationally in a bottom-to-top fmhion.
According to the minimalist theory, all movement is driven by the need to check
morphological features. Assumptions regarding morphological features are outlined in the
next subsection.

2.1.2

Lterpre?ableand Unhterpntable Features

In the minimalist program the morphological properties of words are characterized
in terms of sets of f o d fwtures which are assigned to lexical items in the lexicon.
Consider, for example, the morphological form of the subject in (34).

(34)

He ran home.

The formal features of the subject he in (34) indicate that it is a third person masculine
singular nominative pronoun. The categorial fatwe and pfeatures (person, gender,

number) of he are interpretable at LF, since they have semantic content.E For example, the

cp-features ?dlus that he can refer to a boy, but not u girl or boys. On the other hand, the
case feature of he is uninterpretabfeat LF, since it does not contribute to determining its

meaning. The fact that case features are uninterpretable can be illustrated by the sentences
in (35), where the subject of the complement clause plays the same semantic role in both
sentences, even though it has the nominative form he in (35a) and the objective form him in

(35)a. We expect he will run home.

b. We expect him to run home.

Uninterpretable features play an important role in the syntax. As mentioned above,

the principle of hll interpretation (Chomsky 1995) requires that every entity at an interface
level be interpreted. In terms of features, the principle of fbl interpretation requires that the
representation of an expression contain all and only those features which contribute to its
interpretation at the relevant level. Thus, the PF representation for a given expression must

contain only phonetically interpretable features, whereas the LF representation must contain

As Hoee Rullmsrm (p-c.)points out, it is not obvious tho( categorial featutes are intmptabie. For O r c e , n o w ,
verbs, adjectives and prepositiuns can a l l fimction as predicates d
d
y ('he is (the) mayor', 'he walks', 'he is
tall' and 'he is out'). So this might lead one to think that syntactic categories are not imporhut for inteqmtatim On
the otha hand, it has been proposed that all and only NPs are (gmerahxl) cpmtifiers (Barwise and Cooper
198 1).There has been some debate in the litenttrnr about how flexiblethe relationship between s y n d c category and
semantic type is. Partee (1987) has noted that NPs are predicates as well (e.g. 'he is a jak), aad argues for a flexibIe,
but systematic relationship betwmzi syntadic category and semantic type. Williams (1983) proposes a stricter mapping
m e e n the two. Detailed discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this thesis.

oniy semantically interpretable ones. if a phonetically hterpretable feature is present at

PF or a semantically uninterpretable feature is present at LF, the derivation will crash. In
order for the derivation to converge, uninterpretable features must be checked and deleted
in an appropriate manner. According to Chomsky (1992, 1995), it is this need to check an

uninterpretable fixhue that drives syntactic movement.

As Chomsky (1 992:9) points out, inherent case, unlike structural case of subjects
and objects, need not be checked in a spec-head configuration. I assume that inherent case
need not be checked when it has semantic content, which allows it to be interpreted at LF.
As discussed above, [ distinguish two types of inherent case: (i) lexical inherent case and (ii)

configurational inherent case. The former is interpretable due to the inherent semantic
content of a specific lexical item, such as the theta-marking verb or the case-marked noun
itself. The latter is interpretable because it appears in a particular position which is
associated with a particular semantic bction. In particular, instrumental case-marked DPs
in Russian are interpreted as VP modifiers just in case they appear in a modifier position, i.e.

an adjunct position at the right edge of the VP.In order to meet this structural condition a
DP marked with the configurational inherent instrumental case may be forced to move at

LF.
Uninterpretable features are subject to cross-linguistic variation with respect to their

strength, i.e. their ability to be "tolerated" by the derivation. Strong fkatures cannot be
tolerated by the derivation and trigger overt movement (movement before Spell-Out),

whereas weak features can be tolerated by the derivation and trigger covert movement

(movement after Spell-Out). For example, French finite verbs have strong phi-features
(person and number), whereas their counterparts in Enghsh have weak phi-features. Thus,
French finite verbs move to T to check their phi features against the phi features of its
specifier before Spell-Out, whereas English finite verbs hold off on movement tili after

Spell-Out, since coven movement, which does not &ect PF, requires less effort and is,

thus, more economical. Evidence for this difference between French and Enghsh comes
from the relative positions of finite verbs and VP-adjoined adverbs. In French, finite verbs
appear to the left of the VP-adjoined adverb. English finite verbs occur to the right of the
VP-adjoined adverb, as in (36) below.
(36)a.

Il visite souvent ses parents.
he visits often

his parents

b. He often visits his parents.

The French verb visite "visits" in (36a) has strong rp-features and has to move to T, where it
can check these features against the specifier of T, in overt syntax. The fact that the VP-

adjoined adverb souvent "often" appears to the right of the verb shows that the verb,
indeed, has moved out of its VP before Spell-Out. The Enghsh verb visits in (36b) has weak

cpfeatures and does not have to move to T in overt syntax. The fact that the VP-adjoined
adverb ofren occurs to the left of the verb shows that this verb has not moved out of its VP

before Spell-Out. The Spell-Out structures of (36a) and (36b) are given in (37a) and (3 7b),
respectively.
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Let us now look at the mechanisms through which features can be checked. One
way to check a feature is through a spec-head relation, which holds between the head of a
maximal projection and its specifier, as in (38).

For example, the subject of a sentence checks its case in Spec. TP:
(39)
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n
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Another way to check a feature is through adjunction of one head to another, as in

For example, verbs check their tense feature by adjunction to T:
(41)
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n
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n
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VP

[tense]

\ [tense]

...

The assumptions mentioned above form the necessary background for the discussion

in the next subsection, where I look at the derivation of copular sentences with predicate
adjectives in the instrumental case from a minimalist perspective.

2.2

2.2.1

Deriving Syntactic Structure of Copular Sentences with Predicate Adjectives
in the Instrumentrl Case

Syntactic Structure of Copular Sentences with Predicate Adjectives in the
InstrumenW Case at S p e M u t
Consider the sentence in (23) repeated here as (42).
(42)

by1 veselym.
he(m sg nom) was cheerfhl(m sg inst)
'We was cheerfbl."
On

The syntactic structure of the sentence in (42) is derived as follows.A null D merges
with an NP which contains a null head N and a modifying adjective veseEym '%heerful".The
resulting DP is given in (43).

The DP in turn merges with the verb byf %as", with the DP on "he", which bears the
nominative case fatwe, as its specifier, forming the structure in (44)below.

(44)
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The VP in (44) then merges with the abstract tense affix T,and the DP on "he" raises to
Spec, TP, where its nominative case feature is checked against the nominative case feature
of T,in accordance with the mechanism in (38/39) above. The Spell-Out structure of the

sentence in (42) is given in (45) below?

In Russian xntmces with d e d word-o~derW-adjoind adverbs occur to the left of the verb:
(i)On &xiit0 naveSEaet svoix ruditelej.
he often visits his parents
"He often visits his parents."
Thus,I assume that cp and tense features of the verb in Russian are weak, and V miss to T,where these features are
checked against the pfeatures of the subject DP and the tense feature of T,aAer Spell-Out.

(45)
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2.2.2

0
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Syntactic Structure of Copular Seateaces with Predicate Adjectives in the
Instrumental Case after Spell-Out

2.2.2.1 Why Instrumental Case Cannot Be Checked

Recall fiom chapter 2 the proposals regarding inherent case assignment
independently made by Neidle (1988) and Franks (1995). According Neidle and Franks, the
copular verb byi ' "be" is transitive in some of its uses and can assign inherent instrumental
case to its complement. In minimalist terms, this amounts to a claim that the copular verb

byt ' '"be",in some of its uses, has the instrumental case fatwe against which the

instrumental case feature of its complement is checked. Let us suppose that this is so,
contrary to our assumptions about inherent case made above. Then the LF structure of the
sentence in (42) is as follows.

(46)
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As the structure in (46) illustrates, in covert syntax, the adjective veseiym "cheehl" raises

to adjoin to the verb byl

where it checks its instrumental case in accordance with the

mechanism in (40). The verb subsequently raises to adjoin to T, where it checks its cp-and
tense features. If we adopt this account, however, we will mn into problems trying to
account for the checking of the instrumental case on predicates of embedded sentences, as

well as on secondary predicates. Consider again the sentences in (25) and (30a), repeated

here as (47) and (48), respectively.
(47)

JasEital
ego
geniem.
I considered him(m sg acc) genius(m sg inst)
'7 considered him a genius."

(48)

On

pribyi v stranu rebenkom.
he(m sg nom) arrived to country child(m sg inst)
We came to the country when he was a child."

The verb sCitaI "consider"in (47) checks the accusative case of the subject of the small

clause ego geniem "him a genius". There is no other verb or M o n a 1category which

could check the instrumental case on the DP geniem "a genius". Thus, we conclude that, for
the sentence in (47) to be grammatical, the case on the predicate of the embedded clause

need not be checked formally. Similarly, in (48) there is no verb or fhctional category
which could check the instrumental case on the secondary predicate rebenkom "child": there

-

is only one verb in the sentence the unaccusative verbpribyl ""arrived",which does not

check any case. Obviously, for the sentence in (48) to be grammatical, the inmumental case

on its secondary predicate need not be checked.
The sentences in (47) and (48) are evidence in support of the claim that
configurational inherent case is not checked in the syntax. An alternative account, which

assumes that the instrumental case fmure on predicates is interpretable, is given in the next
subsection.

23.23 Instrumental Case Interpreted
DPs marked with instrumental case are interpreted as modifiers. In copular
sentences, predicate DPs modify a semantically vacuous copular verb, "filling" it with

semantic content. I assume that, like other nonsptional adjuncts, predicate DPs in the
instrumental case originate in complement position. I would like to suggest that the LF
structure of (23d41) is as given in (23b) above, repeated here as (49).
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The account advocated here allows us to explain why the instrumental option is
unavailable to predicates of copular sentences in the present tense. If this analysis is correct,

in present tense contexts, there is no verb with which a predicate DP can merge as its

complement, and no adjunct position in which it can be interpreted." Thus, sentences such
as (50) are ungrammatical.
(50)

*On
veselyrn.
he(m sg nom) cheerful(rn sg inst)
'We is cheefii."

The analysis of instrumental case on predicate DPs in copular sentences can be

extended to predicate DPs and '%are7'adjectives in embedded sentences. Consider again the

LF structure of (25/47) illustrated in (26) and repeated here as (5 1).

''R d that the paradigm of tbc wpular verb byt ' 'W'
in Russian is incomplete (there is no present tense tam).
There is no evidence that there is a null verb byt ' "ben in the present tense.

(51)

TP

n
DP
T'
n n
Ja,

I

T

VP
[past]
,
"
,
VP
DP
DP

V'

genius(inst)

t,

v
sEitczf

geniem,
SC

A

considered DP

DP

The DP geniem "a genius" marked with the instrumental case is base-generated in
the small clause complement of the verb sEi&I "considered and subsequently raises to the
VP-adjoined position, where it is interpreted as a modifier of the main predicate. Like other

adjuncts which originate in complement position (see the example in (9) above), this adjunct
DP cannot be omitted:
(52)

*Ja sEitaju

ego.

I consider him(m sg acc)
"*I consider him."
As to "bare" predicate adjectives in embedded sentences, recall that they are part of

DPs with null D and N heads. These DPs are interpreted in a manner similar to the one
described above for DPs with overt N heads. A relevant example is given in (28) above.

The analysis outlined in this chapter also allows us to account for the instrumental
case on secondary predicates. To the extent that the LF structure of (30a/48), which is

given in (30b) above and repeated below as (53), is correct, it explains the occurrence of
instrumental case on secondary predicates.
(53)

TP

n
DP
T'
n n
on, T
VP
he [pasti
n
DP

VP

A

A
VP

PP

rebenkom
child
DP V vstrarm
f , przbyl to country
arrived

The VP-adjoined DP rebenkom "child" in (53) is interpreted as a modifier of the main
predicate. Unlike the predicate DPs in copular sentences, this DP originates in adjunct
position and is, thus, optional:
(54)

On
pribyl v stranu.
he(m sg nom) arrived to country
'Wecame to the country."

Likewise, '%are7'secondary predicate adjectives are interpreted as optional modifiers
of the main predicate. The relevant example is given in (32) above.
3.

Conclusion
In this chapter I offered an analysis of Russian predicate adjectives marked

insmnentd in copdar sentences. I showed that in Russian copular sentences predicate

adjectives in the instrumental case are part of DPs which are base-generated as
complements of the copular verb b p ' 'be", which is always semantically vacuous, and

subsequently adjoin to its maximal projection. I argued that it is in this VP-adjoined position
that these adjectives are interpreted.
I showed that there are reasons to believe that inherent instrumental case of

adjuncts, unlike structural case of subjects and objects, need not be checked formally.

Inherent instrumental case of adjuncts allows predicate DPs with embedded adjectives
which are marked with it to be interpreted as VP-modifiers at the interface with the
conceptual-intentional system. These DPs can be base-generated either in adjunct position,
or in complement position. However, in order to be licensed, these predicate DPs must be in
adjunct position on the right periphery of VP at LF. This configurational condition explains

the lack of the instrumental case option for predicate adjectives in copular sentences in

present tense contexts: in these contexts, there is no VP for predicate DPs to adjoin to.
The analysis of main predicate adjectives presented in this chapter can be easily
extended to predicate adjectives in embedded clauses and to secondary predicates. I

demonstrated that, like main nominal predicates in the instrumental case, DPs containing

predicate adjectives in embedded clauses, as well as DPs containing secondary predicate
adjectives, adjoin to a VP at LF, where they are interpreted as VP modifiers.The three
types of predicate DPs differ with respect to the position they are base-generated in: main
predicate DPs originate as complements to a copular verb, predicate DPs in embedded

clauses originate as part of small clause complements to some transitive verbs, secondary
predicate DPs are base-generated in the adjunct position they are interpreted in. Thus,

secondary predicates are optional, whereas main nominal predicates and predicates of

embedded clauses are not.
The analysis presented in this chapter has an advantage over the previous analyses in
that it provides a unified account of instrumental case on all types of predicate adjectives.

CHAPTER 5
Nominative Case on Russian Predicate Adjectives
0.

Introduction
We have seen that predicative adjectives in Russian copular sentences can be

marked with the instrumental case. In nowpresent tense contexts instrumental case is the
unmarked option for "tong-formy'adjectives. In this chapter I focus on the other option nominative case, which is the only one available in the present tense and is usually perceived

as marked elsewhere. My goal here is to provide a syntactic account of Russian predicate
adjectives in the nominative case that is 6ee fiom any conceptually unnecessary assumptions

and devices. I will show that, in order to achieve this goal, we need not assume a casechecking mechanism that is different &omthe one that is used for checking case on subjects.
1 will argue that nominative case on both subjects and predicates, including predicate

adjectives which are embedded in DPs with null D and N heads, is checked in identical

specifier positions of T[ease] via a spec-head re1ation.l
Nothing in a phrase structure theory that is f?ee fromany stipulation disallows
multiple specifiers of a single head. In fact, it allows one to explain the phenomenon of

multiple subjects observed in a number of languages (cf Ura (1994), Chomsky (1995), Ura
(1 996), Doron and Heycock (to appear)). I will show that, although Russian does not have

multiple subjects in overt syntax, it does have multiple subjects in covert syntax. I will argue

See chapter 3 for arguments tbat RuJsisn "bat" c a s e d e d predicate adjectives are embedded in DPs with null D
a d N heads.

that the difference between a language with overt multiple subjects and covert ones lies in
the strength of features that drive movement of phrases to multiple subject positions.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 1 I will sketch out the theory of

multiple feature checking. In section 2 I will discuss some generalizations made about

languages that have been established to have multiple subjects. In section 3 1 will show that,
despite the fact that some of the generalizations discussed in section 2 do not hold for

Russian, there are reasons to believe that Russian copular sentences with predicate
adjectives in the nominative case have two specifiers of T[ense] in covert syntax . In section
4 I will show how these sentences can be derived, given minimalist assumptions. In section

5 I will extend the analysis to secondary nominative predicates. Section 6 reviews the
results of the analysis presented in this chapter.

1.

The Theory of Multiple Feature Checking

Chomsky (1 994, 1995) points out that minimalist assumptions about phrase
structure, unlike 'conventional' X-bar theory, permit multiple specifiers to be projected by a
single head. In this section I discuss how multiple specifiers are derived from minimalist
assumptions.
As discussed in chapter 4, in order for a derivation to converge, all uninterpretable

features of the lexical items selected for it from the lexicon must be checked and deleted in

an appropriate manner.Consider the sentence in (1).
(1)

*Johni

that Zi is intelligent.

The sentence is ungrammatical, because the uninterpretable nominative case feature of T in

the matrix clause is not checked: the DP John cannot check this feature because its own
nominative case feature has already been checked and deleted in the embedded clause.

For the purposes of the analysis in this chapter, a more detailed discussion of the
status of a checked feature is in order. Chomsky (1995) argues that

it is not the case that a

checked feature is always deleted. For example, interpretable fatures, like q fkatures of
nouns, must be accessible to the computation after they are checked and cannot be deleted.
As for uninterpretable features, they are deleted after they are checked. However, Chomsky

differentiates between two form of deletion. He argues that deletion can be either
recoverable, in which case an uninterpretable feature can be accessed several times in the
course of the derivation, or unrecoverable, in which case an uninterpretable feature is
erased once it is checked and can no longer be accessed. According to Chomsky,

recoverability of deletion is a parameterized property: some languages, like Japanese and
Korean, allow it, others, like English, do not.
Recoverability of deletion allows a language to have multiple specifier positions. A
structure with multiple specifiers is illustrated in (2) below.

If an uninterpretable feature of X in (2) is not erased after it is checked and deleted,

then this feature can check off a matching feature in each Spec, optionally erasing at some
point to ensure convergence.
Chomsky (1995: 5 10) fkther speculates that availability of multiple specifiers in a

language could be related to a parameter setting that allows the language to violate the
principle Procrastinate, which is one of the economy principles that prefers derivations that

hold off on movement until Spell-Out, so that movement results do not affect PF. Chomsky
distinguishes between two kinds of violation of Procrastinate,forced violutions (required
for convergence) and unforced violations ('true economy violations'). Languages with
overt multiple specifiers tolerate both kinds of violation. The argument goes as follows.
Suppose that X has a strong feature that must be checked off before Spell-Out. If the
language has a negative setting for the parameter that allows X to tolerate an unforced
violation of Procrastinate, then X can project only one specifier position, to which the
checker of the X's strong feature is attracted. If the language has a positive setting for the
above-mentioned parameter, X can have another specifier position, to which another
checker is attracted.
To my mind, this approach to multiple specifiers has a logical consequence that

heads with weak features can also project multiple specifiers. Suppose that a head X has a
weak feature that is checked in overt syntax as a "he rider", after a checking relation

between X and an element in its specifier position has been established in order to check off

some other (strong) feature of X. ' Upon checking the strong feature that has driven the

overt movement is deleted and erased. Suppose also that the weak feature does not erase

after it is checked (a parameterized propew) and can enter into another checking relation in

covert syntax, in f
U compliance with Procrastinate. This scenario is consistent with Ura's
(1996) conclusion that the multiple specifier parameter is not set upon each head, but upon

each fonnal feature of a head. In other words, a head X can have formal features, some of
which can enter into muhiple checking relations, whereas others cannot. Later in this

chapter I w i U show that Russian is a language where multiple specifiers accommodate the
checking needs of weak features.

Ura (1994, 1996), Doron and Heycock (to appear), among others, provide empirical
evidence that some languages have multiple specifiers of T[ense], to which multiple
checkers of the nominative case feature are attracted. In the next section I will briefly
discuss some of the properties that these languages have been reported to have in common.

2.

Some Properties of Languages with Multiple Subjects
Doron and Heycock (to appear) examine multiple subject constructions in Japanese,

Modern Hebrew and Modern Standard Arabic. The relevant examples fiom these languages

are given in (3) below.
(3)a.

Japanese
Mary-ga kami -ga nagai (koto)
Mary(nom) hair(nom) long
"ary has long hair."

See Chomslry ( t 995: 282) fbr discussion of ' ' f k rider" feature checking.

b. Modem Standard Arabic
?al-bayt-u
?alwa:n-u-hu za:hjrat-un
the-house(norn) colors(nom)-its bright(nom)
"The house has bright colors."
Literally: "The house, its colors are bright."
c.

Hebrew
Ruti yes
la
savlanut
Ruti there-is to her patience
'Ruti has patience."

It is not always the case in Arabic that both nominative phrases in multiple subject

constructions appear sentence-initially, as the example in (4) illustrates:
(4)

hind-un yuqa:bilu-ha T-Tulla:b-u
Hind(f nom)meet(3 m)-her the-students (m nom)
"The students are meeting Hind."
Literally: 'Wind, the students are meeting her."

Doron and Heycock assume that the nominative phrase that appears inside VP in (4) raises
to Spec,TP in covert syntax.
Doron and Heycock provide convincing evidence that the initial nominative phrase

in multiple subject constructions in Japanese, as well as in Semitic languages, is neither in a
designated focus position, nor in a left-dislocated position, as is sometimes argued, but has
properties of a 'true' subject. For example, the initial nominative phrase in Japanese can
bind the subject oriented reflexive zibun, as the sentence in (5) illu~trates:~

(5)

sono hitoi -ga
kodomo-ga Abmi -yori atama-ga ii
(koto)
head(nom)
good
(fact)
that personi(nom) child(nom) se&-than
"(The fact that) that psoni [is such that hidher] child is more intelligent
than hh&eri."

See Doma and Heycack (to appear) f
a other evidence that the initial nomhative noun phrase in these ccmtmdim is
a 'W' subject.

Having established that the initial nominative phrase in multiple nominatives is
indeed a subject,Doron and Heycock argue that the initial nominative phrase (the so-called
"Broad subject") differs from the one that follows it (the so-calied 'Narrow subject") in that
the former is merged in Spec,TP, whereas the latter is base-generated within VP and occurs

in Spec,TP due to movement. One of the pieces of evidence adduced by Doron and
Heycock in support of this claim is that in Arabic only Narrow subjects induce verb
agreement, as (6) illustrate^.^
(6)a.

?aT-Tulla:b-u

yuqa:bilu-una hind-an

t he-students(m nom) meet(3 m pl) Hind(f acc)

"The students are meeting Hind."

b . hind-un
yuqa:bilu-ha T-Tulla:b-u
Hind(f nom) meet(3 m)-her the-students(m nom)
'The students are meeting Hind ."
Literally: 'Wind, the students are meeting her."
According to Chomsky (1995), no element can check its features in its basegenerated position. Doron and Heycock argue that, since Broad subjects are merged in
Spec,TP, and Narrow subjects are merged in Spec,VP, the latter, but not the former can
enter into a checking relation with the verb that adjoins to T and check its agreement
features. This argument would explain the agreement facts in (6). However, this analysis is
not without problems: in order t o explain how nominative case on Broad subjects is
checked, Doron and Heycock are forced to make a stipulation that nominative case, being a

'The basic structure of Anbic sentems is VSO, which is, presumably, due to a weak Bfeature of T:

(i) yuqa:bilu T - T u k h
hind-an
meet( 3 m)the-students(mmnn) Hin4f acc)
"Thesludents are meeting Hid."
In (6) only one nominative phrase, the Brad Subject, appears in sentence-initial position, the seamd nominative
phrase, the Narrow Subject, moves to Spec,TP in covert syntax.

weak feature, is allowed to be checked in the position of merger by a head-head relation at

LF, rather than by a specifier-head relation?
In the next section I will show that in Russian double subject constructions either
subject can induce verb agreement. I will argue that Doron and Heycock's generalization
that one of the subjects in double subject constructions is merged in Spec,TP, whereas the

other moves to Spec,TP in the course of the derivation, does not hold for Russian.
Another generalization about languages that have multiple subjects is made by Ura
(1 994). According to Ura, those languages that allow multiple subjects, also allow A-

scrambling to take piace.&Consider, for example, the Japanese sentences in (7) below.
(7)a.

b.

rvp

'[~[~~Otagai-noi sensei]-ga
karera-oi hihansita]] (koto)
each other(gea) teacher(nom) they(acc) criticized (fact)
"(The fact that) each other'si teachers criticized themi."
[pKaraa-~i[ ~ [ ~ t a g a i - n o i sensei]-ga
[vp ti hihansita]] (koto)
they(acc)
each other(gen) teacher(norn)
criticized (fact)
"*(The fact that) each other' a teachers criticized t hemi."
Literally: 'Themi each other'si teachers criticized."

According to Condition A ofthe Binding Theory (Chomsky (198 I)), reciprocals must be
bound within their clause by an antecedent in an A-position. The sentence in (7a) is
ungrammatical, because it violates Condition A: the reciprocal otagai-no "each other" is not

'

!3ee D m n and Heycock (to appear) for other evidatce in support of the claim that Broad subjects are merged in
spec,n!krambling is an operation which reorders maximal projections internally witbin clauses, moving lhan fiather to the
fmnt of the clause. The term was intmduced by Ross (1%7). A-scramblmg is scrambling to an A-position. A-positions
are those to which thematic roles covld be assigned (Chomsky (1 98 1)).
Ura (1994) also proposes a generabition which states that if a ianguage allows multiple subjects, then it also allows
superraising, i.e. an opexation by which an NP (or DP)is moved up beyond the subject of a clause to an argument
position in a higher clause, to take place. However, Ura (19%) admits that more research is needed to establish the
validity of this genaalizatioa.

c-commanded by its antecedent krera* "they" and is, thus, not bound in its clause.' The
sentence in (7b)is grammatical. Thus, it must be the case that the scrambled DP Rarera-o
"they" that binds the reciprocal otqai-no "each other" in this sentence is in an A-position.
Russian, too, has A-scrambling. As an illustration, consider the sentences in (£I).*
(8)a.

* [~[~UEitelja

drug drugail [VPkritikovali [opi~i]].
teachers(nom) each ot her(gen) criticized
t hey(acc)
" * k ch other's teachers criticized them,."

[Deueiteljadrug drugail [wkritikovali ti]].
they(acc) teachers(nom) each other(gen) criticized
"Each other' si teachers criticized them."
Literally: "*Themi each other'%teachers criticized."

b. [&;

The sentence in (8a) is ungrammatical, because the reciprocal h g h g a "each other" is
not c-commanded by its antecedent ix "they" and is, thus, not bound in its clause. The
sentence in (8b) is grammatical, because the antecedent of the reciprocal has scrambled to

an A-position and can bind the reciprocal.
Since Russian, like languages with multiple subjects, allows A-scrambling, one
might expect to find multiple subject constructions in this language as well. In the next

section I will show that such constructions do, indeed, exist in Russian.

R e d l that A binds B a(i)
A c-commards B,(ii) A and B are coindexd. A wxmmmds B H(i)A does not
dominate B,(ii) B does not dominate 4 (iii) the first branchingnode dominating A also dominates B (cf. Chomsky
(1981, 1986b)).
a In (8) 1do not show the traces left by the subject movement, as they are not relevant to the discussionhere.

3.

Double Subject Construction in Russian

3.1

Agreement Facts

It has been assumed that sentences with two subjects do not exist in Russian (cf., for
example, PaduEeva and Uspenskij (1 979)). While it is true that in most binorninative copular
sentences one of the phrases is less referential than the other and can appear in the
instrumental case, i.e. the canonical case of predicates, instead of the nominative case, there

is no reason why both nominative phases cannot occupy identical syntactic positions at
some point in the derivation. I would like to suggest that both nominative phrases are in

Spec, TP position at LF. Evidence for this claim derives f?om the fact that either phrase in
Russian binorninative copular sentences can induce verb agreement, as the following
examples illustrate.'
(9)a.. Ego
ljubimoe
zanjatie
by10
his(m sg gen) favorite(a sg nom)pastirne(n sg nom) was(past n sg)
igra
v
Saxmaty.
game(f sg nom) prep chess(p1 prep)
"His favorite pastime was chess."

ljubimoe
zanjatie
byla
his(m sg gen) favoriten sg nom) pastime(n sg nom) was@ast f sg)
igra
v
hxmaty.
game(f sg nom) prep chess(p1 prep)
"His favorite pastime was chess."

b. Ego

by1
bol'bja
komnata.
study@ sg nom) was(m sg) big(f sg nom) room(f sg norn)
'The study was a big room."

( 10)a. Kabinet

9

The sentaces in ( 9 ) and (10) are taken fimm PeSkovkij (1 956) and R e d (I 978), respectively.

b. Kabhet
byla
bo17Saja
komnata.
study(m sg norn) was(f sg) big(f sg norn) room(f sg norn)
"The study was a big room."
(9a) and (1 Oa) the verb agrees in cp-features with the pre-copular DP,in (9b) and ( 1Ob) it

agrees with the post-copular phrase. Recall from chapter 4 that the tense and cp-features on
Russian verbs are weak and, thus, need not be checked until after Spell-Out, where both
DPs occupy Spec,TP positions. Either of the two DPs can check cpfeatures on the verb,
which adjoins to T after SpeU-Out, via a spec-head relation.

R e d that no feature checking can take place in the position of merger (cf

Chomsky ( 1995)). The fact that either nominative phrase in Russian binominative sentences

can induce verb agreement shows that none of them is merged in Spec,TP. In this respect
the double subject construction found in Russian copular sentences is different from the
Semitic multiple subject construction described by Doron and Heycock (to appear).
3.2

Sentences witbout a Verb

Another argument in favor of multiple specifier constructions in Russian copular
sentences is based on the fact that in those sentences which do not have a verb nominative

case is the only available option for case-marked predicates. Recall fiom chapters 1,2 and 4
that the copular verb by1 ' "be" is not used in present tense contexts, and that instrumental

case on predicates in these contexts is not licensed because there is no VP for instrumental
predicates to adjoin to, which d e s them uninterpretable at LF. On the other hand, the

absence of a verb in the present tense does not affect the availability of multiple specifier
positions of T. Thus, Russian copular sentences with predicate nouns and adjectives in the

nominative case are grammatical, whereas those with predicate nouns and adjectives in the
instrumental case are ungrammatical. Compare the sentences in (11) and ( 12) below.

by1 veselyj.
Ivan(m sg nom)was cheerM(rn sg nom)
"Ivan was c h e d l . "

( I 1)a. Ivan

by1 veselym.

b. Ivan

Ivan(m sg norn) was cheefil(m sg inst)
"Ivan was cheerful

veselyj.
Ivan(m sg nom)cheerfbl(m sg nom)
"Ivan is cheefiI."

(12)a. Ivan

b. *Ivan
veselym.
Ivan(m sg nom) cheerful(m sg inst)
'Ivan is cheefi."
The LF structures of ( 1 1a) and ( 11b) are given in (1 3 a) and (1 3 b) respectively.
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Recall h r n chapter 4 that the verb byte''ben can take either a small clause complement or a DP c o m p l ~ t
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With respect to the LF structure of (l2a), there appear to be two possibilities, illustrated in
(14a) and (l4b).I1
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DP

A
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I

11
For exposition purposes, I use a lmary branching node in ( 16a). It should be borne in mind, however, that the %are"
phrase structure theory introduced by Chomsky (1 994) has abolished intermediate projections for wdes without
intarnal structure for Iack of their conceptual n-sity.
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In (14a) both nominative DPs are merged in Spec,TP positions, whereas in (l4b) they move
to these positions from a small clause complement of T. However, if Chomsky's (1995)
conclusion that no feature-checking takes place in the position of merger is correct, the
nominative case feature on the two DPs in (14a) cannot be checked, which causes the
derivation to crash. Since the sentence in (12a) is grammatical, I assume that the correct LF
structure of (l2a) is the one given in (14b).
We have seen that there are reasons to believe that Russian binominative copular

sentences have two subjects. In the next section I consider in detail the derivation Russian
copular sentences with '%are7'predicate adjectives in the nominative case.
4.

Deriving Syntactic Structure of Copular Sentences witb Predicate Adjectives
in the Nominative Case

Consider the sentence in (1 5).
(15)

On
by1 veselyj.
he(m sg nom) was cheerful (m sg nom)
''He was (a) cheerfid (one)."

The derivation of the sentence in (15) is as follows. A null D merges with an NP

which contains a null head N and a m o w n g adjective veselyj "cheerful". This is illustrated
in (1 6 ) below.

The DP thereby formed then merges with the DP on "he" to form a small clause, as in (17)
below

The resulting small clause in turn merges with the copular verb byl 'fwas" and becomes its
complement, as in (1 8) below.

(18)
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n
SC

v

n
DP
DP
n
n

[past!
~m
was
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IDI
born1
[m sgI
he

D
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NP

n
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N
0

Im sgl
cheefil

Subsequently, VP in ( 1 8) merges with an abstract tense a f f u c T, which has two specifier
positions, and the DP on "he"raises to one of these positions, where its nominative case
feature is checked against the nominative case feature of T via a spec-head relation."The
nominative case feature of the DP 011 "he"is erased after it is checked, whereas the
nominative case feature of T is deleted in such a way that it can be recovered. The SpellOut mcture of the sentence in ( 1 5) is illustrated in ( 1 9).

l2 See chapter 4 for the d i d o n ofesseshsLing mechanisms.
For the pnrposes of the analysis in this thesis, I assume that it is the need to check the categorial D feature of T that
drives this movement, and the ncminative case fature of the DP is checked as s 'krid& (cf. Chomsky ( 1 995)). It is
a well-known fact, however, that that all Russian sentences have (overt) subjects. hrvetigatim of "subjectless"
sentences, however, is beyoad the scope of this thesis.
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In covert syntax, the DP containing the predicate adjective veselyj "cheerfid" moves
to the other available Spec,TP position, where the nominative case feature of this DP it is
checked against the recovered nominative case feature of T. Both checked nominative case
The verb by! "was"
features are erased and can no longer be accessed by the c~mputation.~~

raises to adjoin to T and its past tense feature is checked against the past tense feature of T

via a head adjunction mechanism.14I assume that it is the tense fmme of T that plays a role
in the semantic interpretation of the sentence (it indicates that the situation described is
observed at a particular point in time) and is not deleted after it is checked. The tense

Chomsky (1 993, minteqmtable features are erased whenever possible.
" Recall hm chapter 4 that the tense and pfatures of Russian verbs am weak, i.e. t&eycan be checked in covert
syntax,after Spelllout Although it Muld be the case that it is the need to check its pfeahPes that drives the movement
of the verb, in which case the tense feature is checked es a '%ee rider" (cE Chomsky (1995)), I do not discuss this
possiity here. The issue appears to be completely speculative.
13 Afcording to

feature of the verb, on the other hand, is redundant and uninterpretable. Thus, it is erased
after it is checked.IsAs to the pfeatures of the verb, they are checked against the 9-features
of one of the DPs in Spec,TP position via a spec-head relation and erased as well.Vhe LF

structure of the sentence in (15) is illustrated in (20) below.
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Now let us consider the derivation of a binorninative sentence without a verb, like
the one in (12a), repeated here as (21).

veseIyj.
Ivan(m sg nom) cheerful(m sg nom)
"Ivan is cheefi."

(2 1)a. Ivan

An abstract tense afEx T,which has two specifier positions, merges with a small

clause complement, which consists of two DPs, ivun "Ivan"and vesetyi '%heedid"(the
latter with null D and N heads), forming the structure in (22) below.
-

'

One might argue that it is the other m y mtm&the tense feahm of the verb is inkrpredable, whereas the tenw
feature of T is not. Recall, however, that in present tense contexts there is no verb. Thus, one would have to make an
additional assumption that the present tense feature is inherent in the &less structure. Nothing in my analysis hinges
on the assumption that it is the tense fatme of T,rather than the verb, that is interpreted. What appears to be
can be inkqmkd in the sent-,
the other is superfluous and
important is that only one of the present tense
unintapretable.
'Tf~hamsky(1995) is correct that pfeahrrrs of nouns are always interpetable, then the pfeatures fatures of thr: two
DPs in (20) are also interpretable.Consequently, they rarmat be &letEd m (he course of the derimtim

Ivan

veselyj

Assuming that the D-feature of T is strong, the DP lvm "Ivan" raises to check this
feature in overt syntax. The nominative case feature on this DP is checked against the weak
nominative case feature of T as a 'See rider". Upon checking the nominative case feature
on T is deleted, the nominative case feature on the DP Ivan "Ivan" is deleted and erased.

The Spell-Out structure of the sentence in (2 1) is given in (23)below.

(23 )
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In covert syntax, the DP veselyj "cheerfbl"raises to the second available Spec,TP position

and checks it nominative case feature against the recovered nominative case feature of T.

-

Upon checking the nominative case features on T and the DP "Ivan" are deleted and erased.

The LF structure of the sentence in (21) is illustrated in (24) below
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5.

Extending the Analysis

The analysis outlined in the previous section can be easily applied to Russian
secondary predicate adjectives marked nominative. Consider, for example, the sentence in

(25)

Ivan
pri9el domoj veselyj.
Ivan(rn sg nom)came home cheerfbl(rn sg nom)
''Ivan came home cheerfirl."

The Spell-Out and LF structures of the sentence in (25) are given in (26a) and
(26b), respectively.
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The nominative DP Ivan "Ivan" raises overtly to Spec,TP position, where it checks
the strong D-feature of T, as we1 as its nominative case feature, via a spec-head relation.
The nominative DP me& "cheerfid" is base-generated in VP-adjoined position and, in
covert syntax, raises to the second available Spec,TP position, where it, too, checks its
nominative case feature against the recovered nominative case feature of T via a spec-head

relation. l7
" Onr might expect (hat secondary nominative DP prec&cateswith overt N heads could optionally trigger verb
agreement like matrix predicates with overt Ns, as shown in (9) and (10) above. However, unlike imtmnental DPs
with overt N heads, nominative DPs with overt N heads are not normally used as secondary predicates, unless they are
part of phrases headed by the L'comparativeconjunction'' hk "as", in Svedova, Arutjunova, Bondarenko, Ivmov,
Lopatin, Uluxanov, Filin's (1980b:177) tenns:
(1)

on

prikl domoj geroem.
he(m sg nom) came home hero(m sg inst)
"He came home as a hero."

prikl domoj kak g m j .
(ii)On
he(m sg nom) came home as hero(m sg n m )
"He came home as a hero."

(iii) *On

prisel domoj geroj.
he(m sg nom) came home hero(rn sg nom)
Intended meaning: "He came home as a hero."

It is not clear to me why this is so, and I leave this issue for fkther msemh.

The derivation of Russian sentences with predicate adjectives in the nominative case

outlined in this section is based on the assumption that the nominative case feature of T in
Russian is weak, i.e. it can be tolerated by the derivation and be checked after Spell-Out, in
accordance with the principle 'Procrastinate", and that it can be recovered after deletion, a
parameterized property. Recall that in languages with overt multiple subjects the nominative
case feature of T is, presumably, strong. AU that is required for convergence in these

languages is that it be checked once by a nominative phrase. According to Chomsky (1995),
the fact that the nominative case feature of T is repeatedly checked by multiple subjects
suggests that this strong feature can be recovered after checking and deletion, and that these
languages can tolerate unforced (i.e.not required for convergence) violations of
"Procrastinate". If my analysis is along the right lines, Russian differs From languages with
overt multiple subjects in that it does not have either forced or unforced violations of the

principle "Procrastinate" with respect to nominative case checking. The analysis suggests
that, in some languages, a weak feature, as well as a strong one, can license multiple
specifiers of a single head.

6.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have shown that predicate DPs that contain adjectives in the

nominative case check their case via the same mechanism as subject DPs: like subject DPs,

they raise to Spec,TP, where their nominative case feature is checked against the
nominative case fatwe of T via a spechead relation. The d y s i s holds true for both

nominative predicate adjectives in copular sentences and secondary nominative predicates.
This is a welcome result, as it allows us to account for nominative case assignment in
different types of sentences in a uniform way, dispensing with the unnecessary apparatus
and ad hoc stipulations used in previous analyses.

I showed that the difference between languages with overt multiple subjects and

Russian double subject construction lies in the strength of the nominative case feature of T:
it is strong in the former and weak in the latter. Unlike languages with overt multiple

subjects, Russian observes the principle ''Procrastinate"in its nominative case checking
throughout the derivation: where the weak nominative case feature cannot be checked as a
'Ykee rider", it is checked in covert syntax. The analysis suggests that, in some languages,

weak features, as well as strong ones, can be recovered after checking and can enter into

multiple checking relations.

CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
0.

Introduction

In this thesis, I investigated various issues related to case-marking of Russian
predicate adjectives. Throughout the thesis, I was guided by the idea that, in most cases,
things are what they appear to be, and that we need not complicate the issues by making
unnecessary assumptions. My belief is that syntactic analysis should urufy various
instantiations of the same linguistic phenomenon. With this in mind, I offered an account of
case on Russian predicate adjectives which uses only those mechanisms that are

independently motivated in this language. Compared with the previous analyses, it has the
advantage of drastically reducing the theoretical apparatus needed to account for a wide

range of relevant language facts.
I first present a brief summary of the conclusions reached in this thesis. This is

followed by a discussion of some areas for further research.

1.

Summary
There exist different views on the internal structure of Russian adjectival predicates.

In this thesis, I showed that Russian "%me" case-marked predicate adjectives are always
embedded in DPs with null D and N heads, and that these DPs need case in order to be

visible at LF. In this respect, case-marked predicate adjectives are different fiom caseless
ones, which are predicate APs and are visible at LF by virtue of their number and gender

features.I suggested that predicates, as well as arguments, can only be visible for
interpretation in certain syntactic positions, and that the features that they have drive their

movement to these syntactic positions.
Having established why some Russian predicate adjectives need case, I addressed

the question why there exist two case-marking options for these predicates. In order to

provide a comprehensive answer to this question, both syntactic and semantic factors need
to be considered. Due to the limited scope of this study, I explored only syntactic factors

and left semantic factors to further research.

I argued that instrumental and nominative w e on Russian predicate adjectives are
checked by two different mechanisms. I first looked at copular matrix clauses and argued
that, contrary to the claim made in some previous analyses, there is only one semantically
vacuous verb byt ' "be" in Russian. I argued, however, that this verb can appear in different
syntactic configurations: it can either take a DP or a small clause complement. Predicate

DPs in the instmental case, which is the inherent case of adjuncts in Russian and need not

be checked formally, are base-generated as complements of the copular verb and
subsequently raise to adjoin to the right edge of its maximal projection, where they can be

interpreted as VP-modifiers. Predicate DPs in the nominative case, which is the structural

case of subjects in Russian, originate in small clause complements of the copular verb and
subsequently move to one of the multiple Spec,TP positions, where their nominative case is

checked in the same fashion as the nominative case of subject DPs, via a spec-head relation

with T. This analysis of predicate adjeztives in copular matrix clauses is supported by the
fact that in present tense contexts, where there is no verb, nominative case is the only
available option: instmental case on predicate DPs is not licensed, because there is no VP

for DPs marked instrumental to adjoin to, whereas nominative case on predicate DPs can
still be checked, since lack of a verb does not affe*.availability of multiple Spec,TP
positions.
I demonstrated that the account of case on predicate adjectives in copular matrix

clauses can be easily extended to predicate adjectives in embedded small clauses and
secondary predicate adjectives. Predicate adjectives in embedded small clauses are always
marked with instrumental case, which allows them to be interpreted as VP-modifiersat LF.

The DPs that contain these predicate adjectives are non-optional constituents: they originate
in small clause complements of a higher verb and subsequently raise to adjoin to the

maximal projection of this verb, thereby forming a two-segment category which assigns
theta-roles to the external and internal arguments. As to secondary predicate DPs (and
adjectives contained in them), they can be marked with either instrumental case or
nominative case. Secondary predicate DPs are generated in VP-adjunct position and are
optional constituents. Secondary predicate adjectives which are marked with the inherent
instrumental case of adjuncts can remain in this position at LF and be interpreted as VP
modifiers, whereas secondary predicate adjectives in the nominative case are forced to

move to Spec,TP position, where their structural nominative case can be checked off

against the nominative case feature of T via a spec-head relation at LF.

2.

Areas for Further Research

One of the questions that has been left unanswered by this study is the role of

semantic factors in the choice between the two casemarking options for Russian predicate
adjectives in non-present tense contexts. The ditferences in the interpretation of Russian

sentences with predicate adjectives in the nominative case and predicate adjectives in the
instrumental case have been described in detail in the literature (cf., for example, Nichols
(198 I))! However, to my knowledge, no attempt has been made to relate these differences

to the syntactic structures of these sentences.
The role of the semantic factors in the choice between the two case-marking options

is especially interesting in view of the ongoing debate in the literature about the nature of
the interface between syntax and semantics. One view on the relation between syntax and

semantics is represented by Diesing (1992), who analyzes the relation between syntax and
semantics as a strict mapping f?om syntactic structure onto semantic representations.
Another view is represented by De Hoop (1996), who argues that, if this relation is

analyzed as mapping, it should be a mapping that takes into account not only structural
positions, but other information as well, such as type of Case end focus. Investigation of the

'

See chapter 1 fix a summary of semantic differences between copular sentences with @ate
nominative and the imhmentai case.

adjectives in the

relation between the syntax and semantics of Russian sentences with case-marked predicate
adjectives can provide evidence in support of one of these views.
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